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Some Points affectling 
the Design of Petrol Motor Vans, 
with somc Details relating to their Running Costs. 
By T. B. BROWNE, M.1.Mech.E. 
(MRMBZR). 
A T  first glance it may not seem reasonable that technical questions 
concerning points of design of niotor vehicles should be dealt with 
in the same paper as those concerning their running costs as ascer- 
tained in actual use, but very little consideration will suffice to show 
that the two subjects are intimately connected, and that the cost of 
maintenance of motor vehicles depends to a very large extent indeed 
on their details of design and construction. 
As an instance, a short time ago the author was informed by a 
very competent authority, the manager of a large fleet of public 
scrvice vehicles, that a service which had been running at  a loss 
was turned into a profitable undertaking solely by introducing an 
improved system of lubrication. 
No excuse is, therefore, necessary for bringing these two subjects 
into juxtaposition. 
In  the dosign of automobile vehicles for the conveyance of 
merchandise many problems occur which are distinct from those 
associated with the design of chassis for ordinary light passenger 
cars, and one of the objects of this paper will he to bring under 
(lisciwsion some of these practivnl points which have arisen in the 
author’s experience. 
Automobile enginoers are all convwsant with the various pointfi 
of design of pleasure and racing cars, but the subject of the design 
of chassis for commercial U S ~ A  has not until recently receivod the 
attention it deserves. 
In the early designb of chassis for commercial vc.hicles evidence 
of touring arid even racing car design was too often apparent, a i d  
until rwently it mas not at all generally understood by dpsigrters 
that the inaximuni stress on the transmission was only limited by 
thc weight on the driving wheels at the road. 
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Thus, a 9o-called 24-horse p o w ~ r  gear box which W:LR goo(1 
oliough for :L light touring cztr WHS coiisidercd equzlly HllitiL'rde for 
a 3-ton lorry with the same swe cwgine, 1)ut with :L ha(lk axle 
wright whrn f~il ly loaded of, say, 4: tons. 
When the early racing niodels were incpr( t d  by experienced 
meclianical ciigjneers for the first time thoy often fell into the same 
e1 roi , and wore frequently heard to express wonder as to how arid 
why tlie parts stood up under the stresscs produced by the trans- 
niittc d horse power, never rralizing that tlie safety valve was thew 
in the shapc? of the slip which occurs at  the road wheels wlmirver 
the 1)ull at  the tyres exceeds an amount equal to a certain proportioii 
of the weight on the wheels 
1':xcept on wet and grrasy roads, however, it  is irnpssihle to  
blip thc back wheels of heavy motor vans, on account of the coiu- 
l)aratively greater load 011 the wheels, so that the parts must Irw 
closi;gned accordingly, and must bv strong enough to allow tlie roar 
w'rtecls to  be skidded by application of the foot-brake. 
111 railway practice thr co-efficient of adhesiou hetween whcels 
xnd rails is 11su~~l1y taken as 0.25 for all ordinary calculations j the 
airtlior has used tlie factor 0.4 for automobile work with satisfactory 
res~lf~s, and Mr. O'Oorman gives it as high as 0.6 in his handbook, 
1)ut it is quitr cortain that the c.o-effic~nt varies to  a large extent 
D ccording to circumstances. 
Thus plain pneumatic tyws have a much lower co-efficient than 
metal-studdod non-skid tyros on wet arid greasy roach, but the 
i*everse is often the cam on dry and dusty roads. 
Rlr. Wimporis stared at the discussion of Mr. Lancl~rster's paper 
before this Institution in January last, that hc has measured with 
hia accrleroineter, the retardation of a motor van with the foot- 
hrake hard on, as 10 Lt. por secoitd p ' r  second, or ahout one-third the 
lerntiori of a falling body due to gravity, showing that, in that 
( ' apv ,  ii all wheels wow braked tho co-(.fficient of adhesion ~ 1 1 ~ ~ s  
101d2.2 or  0.31.* 
Rome time ago ono of thr early cars made by tlrc author's firm 
W:LS sent back to the workb for repairs, and it was found that t l l p  
~ lec  vo cwyyjng the differential gear had fractured hetwecn thr  
footbrako drurti and the differential, and as the sleeve was ok ample 
dimensions in coniparison with modern design and the fractiirr 
' If thr rew whcclx wily were bralicd, then the cw-efficient of adliehion wd, 
0.:$1/0.75 (assuming 4 of the t o t d l  laden weight acting on rear wherla) = o . 4 1 ~ .  
--hUTIIoR. 
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Rhowed no sign of a flaw, the author was at first mthor puxdocl as 
to its cause. On e q u i r y  it was found that the car had been fitted 
with new steel.-studded non-skid .Lyres, and tho briikos had heen 
sllddenly applied to avoid rimning over a man .who had dartcd in 
front of the car, the road tit the spot boing paved with Noft .wood, 
with the result thtit the Htuds bad taridea to dig into the road and 
ho1.d the wtieuls while the monieiituin of the car had caused the 
sloove to twist and then break, the line of l!ract,iiro being a helix 
roimd tho axia of the sleeve. 111 this case the co-effici.ent of 
adhesion must have been very high indeed. 
The question of running costs is such a vital o m  that tho author 
has not hesitated to devote a considerable part of the paper to this 
most important subject, and it is gratifying to find that as a result 
of tho figures, baded on actual experience, the motor van has i t R  
ruison d’8tt.e in the fact, that, givcn suitable conditions, it vffects a 
considerable economy over the h.orse.drawn van. A glance at  the 
figures courteously supplied to the author by one of the partners 
of tho grcat commercial house of Shoolbred’s is suficient even to 
coiivinoe the greatest soept,ic that thiH is so ; a.nd th.e rrihjec:t is dealt 
with in dotoil in an appendix to tho paper. 
The quedioii of first cost of tho vehicle has, of (:ourso, B large 
boaring on tl.mk of running costs, us tho two items--intorest on 
capital outlay and doprociation- aro largely dcperident on the iriiitial 
coet. 
I t  is very easy to design rcgardless of cost, and B designer full 
of tlioorcticd Lnowl.edge, but with littlo practical experience, may 
e a d y  producc a niachino which will cost to build perhaps 50 per 
oerit. more than tho prim at which it must be sold to meet oompe- 
tition, and to be run at; a profit. Tho secrct of good d&gn lie8 in 
sinipli.city and fewness of park. If a part is not tlioru? it is qui.tc 
oerl;s.i,n that it costs nothing to make or to fit in place, and it cannot 
go wrong ; and howover simple tho function of R part.--bo it a lamp 
brdro t ,  or mcrcly a washcr-it it; oq11a1I.y certain that a percen.tage, 
however smull, wi1.l give trouble or CQII.RO oxpcnse at some time 
or :mother. 
‘The art of sucoessful design therefore lies in knowing exactly 
w h : ~ t  pirts can bo left, out, and how siniply and chonply we cltii 
m d t e  and f i t  thosc part,s which are essential, without itnpairing their 
value as regards tho functions which they perfoi~n. 
An illusfiration of thi8 is seen in Fig. 16, which repreacnts a five-ton 
lorry chassis designed by tho author, on referring to which it will be 
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seen that tho change-speed lever and quadrant are sloped, the result 
being that tho change-speed forks from the gear Tiox arc operated 
direct froni the l w o r  withont the intervention of links or i i n  joints, 
as would have been the case, owing to the relative position of 
driver’s srst and grar-box, had the lever and quadrant been set at 
the usual angle. 
On the question of dcsign, the first important point to hear in 
mind is that tho chassis is, first and foremost, a bridge, which must 
be designed to sustain the load in a suitable manner, the whole of 
the support being given by the axles. 
TIIE FRAME. 
I n  the Light passenger car the pressed steel frame, shaped so that 
its strongost section is at the point of greatest bending mornent, is 
practicalIv univerally used at the present date, but with heavy loads 
it will b~ found both cheaper and lighter to use a channel steel 
frame of uniform section, supported by a king post and truss rod 
under thc. longitidinal menibers between the front and rear springs. 
One 01’ the most important considorations in connection with 
motor van dosign is to keep the total length 01 the vehicle within 
reasonable limits, and niakers have eiiderivoured to rffect this by 
varioii s methods. 
In thr, touring car chassis the front wheels are always placed 
well forward, mainly on account of the question of appearance and 
also possibly with a view to reducing the weight on the steering 
wlinets, thus rondcring the steering easy and comfortable. 
In t)rw van chassis an appearance of raciness and grace is not 
sought :iker, and it is more important to inalco the vehicle handy 
in traffic and to lrcep down the weight within reasonable limits. 
The hiewing i s  rendered casy in the latter case by arranging for 
grrater leveragc, so that the ratio hetwren the steering wheel and 
the roatl wheels is increased. 
For the chassis designed to carry very heavy loads this leverage 
must bc further increased to avoid putting too great a strain on the 
(lrivcr’s arms Tt is obvious that thc longer the wheel base the 
strongel. and hravier the ohashis must be, exactly the same as is 
the (’as( with a bridgo and its supports, and for this reason alonc. 
the front axle should be kept well back from the front of the frame. 
The potition of the rear axle requires careful selectiou, as if it is 
set too far forward the load on the tyres is greatly increased and 
the overhang of the load behind it becomes excessive. 
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c 
Flu .  3.-Diagrani showing different Types of Fronts of Motor Vans. 
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MI leaking generally, however, it will be lound impossible to set 
i t  v(try far forward, owing to the necessity for leaving suflicinnt 
room behind tho motor for the trammission gear. 
A desigii which has boon successfully adopted iii marly cases is 
tlii~t in wl?idt the driver's seat is arra11gc.d so thiLt he sits at the side 
of tire motor instead of behirid it j this ef ts a considerable 
roductioii iu the total length of tho voliicle, as the space between 
Llie driver's wat and the niotnr is entirely eliminated, tlrus shortening 
1 Iro x eliicle by about two feet and iiialring it considorably lighter 
:md easier to handle in traffic. (See Fig. 3c.) 
Tiiis arrangement is illu&rated in Pigs. 1 aiid 2, l'late XX., 
whit 11 sliow the hingcd tram front fitted t o  mine of the vans designed 
L)y l l tc  ituthor as a proteatioii -to the driver. This is arranged to 
h w i r l  g over when royuired, tiius iriaking the niotor extremely 
:icce~sible. (See  h'ig. 2 . )  
Aiiothor iiiethod of sliortening the cliassis which has been used 
both for motor vans and omnibuses is to put the driver on the top of 
t h o  lnotor, but this giveh the vehicle a most ungainly appearance 
:ind at the sarrio time renders the niotor rather inacceshible. 
For loads up to  30 cwt., however, the saving in woighi by thus 
dioi  toiling the chassis is not great, and the motor in front of the 
driver is aliiiost universal ; the shortening is not very often possible 
011 :toaouiit of the room required for the transmission gear owing to 
ilie I'act that the platform required for these light loads is com- 
pariYtively short. 
SPX~NGS. 
Hpiirgs for supporting the frame 011 the axles and deadening tlie 
i.o:i(/ shocks should be as long as possible and of reasonablc width: 
t h y  should always be sct  undor the frame members, lor if they are 
wt outside and attached by brackets, as is somctinies the case, they 
liavtr a great tendency to twist tho frame. For heavy loads lubri- 
(;at( t i  slides of ample surface are Imtt~i- than pins pasbiiig througll 
(air( il~al' oycs i i t  t h o  sprillg ends. 
( )IIP of tlic iriost difficult lirohlernb rryuiring thv attontior1 of 
L k h l  gyicr~ IS to provide for the propor springing of vehicles wlterl 
ercnt (iegro~h, Tor the s p  ings which are suitable wheri 
1 hi(, veliicl!: is fully luadcd, are, course, unriecebsariiy rigid 
\ ~ l i ~ : i i  t i;i light, and tho wear and tear is very muoh increased by 
tlic oxtua vibratiori and shocks arising froni this cause. 
11 is a great temptation for a driver, after a long day's work, tu  
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for(,(> the pace when returning home light after completing his 
deliveries. 
A 1 1  attempt to meet this difficulty to a small extent is sometimes 
observed on horse-drawn vans by arranging an extra spring fixed 
transversely over the back axle, with which it only comes into 
contact when the van is fully loaded, and it would suggest making 
experiments with springs with tlteir leaves arranged as in Fig 4, so 
that extra loavos come into play as  the load is increased. 
The formula for springs given ir i  thc mechankal text-books 
produce very good remlts on the whole. 
A system in which the rear ends of the rear springs are attached 
to the ends of a transverse spring through shackles is not suitable, 
as this has a tendency to cause tbe body to roll, and to swing over 
to a dangerous extent when turning corners. Shock absorbers havo 
not been used on motor vans, and would have to be of large dimen- 
sions to ’be of any’use;  it remains for Professor Sharp and 
othc rs, who have made a special study of thc question, to show us 
what can be done with air-springb. 
tcta. 4.- Puggestad arrangemelit of Spring with Extra Leaveb 
to compensato for Increased Load. 
TILE MOTOR. 
I?or commercial purposes the motor requires to be of more robust 
design than that used for light passenger cars, as it has to run for 
I L ~ L I Y S  at a time under practically full load; when it is remeni- 
1,prc.d that this amounts to at  least thirty hours per week pmcs- 
tl(aa’ly all the year round if engaged in regular delivery work, it 
will be seen that slender parts requiring fine adjustment will be 
cluito out of p 1 ~ 0 .  
A snbshntial and well-built governor is an absolut,e necessity, 
:Lrl(l ttiis should run in an oil-tight box aiid be driven at a coni- 
p:ir:itivelg low speed--say, half the countershaft xpeod. The 
(y)nric&ons to the throttle valve require carefully designing to 
allow for the large amount of wear and tear, and the number of 
pin joints must be reduced to a minimum. Many engiiies fitted to 
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pleasure cars are not now furnished with governors, as it is quite 
easy for an average driver in ordinary running to control the motor 
properly without its assistance ; but the motor van driver is often 
fully occupied in conducting his heavy vehicle through the traffic 
without having to open his throttle carefully and to exactly the 
correct amount when starting to pick up speed or to close it quickly 
when stopping or slowing down suddenly. A mitable method of 
control is that in which the governor normally controls the motor at 
a fairly low speed from 400 to 600 revs. per minute, which can be 
accelerated by the driver, when required, by means of a pedal 
which, when depressed, extends an auxiliary tension spring 
so arranged as to resist the centrifugal action of the governor; 
this is therefore never entirely out of action, and so the motor is 
never allowed to race. The throttle should also be capable of 
being controlled by hand, to prevent the governor hunting with 
tho motor runniiig and not driving the vehicle and at other times, 
but in ordinary driving it is not necessary to touch this lever when 
once set. 
The obvious advantage of the pedal control is that it is impossible 
foi. the driver to withdraw his clutch without taking his foot off the 
accelerator pedal. 
Carburettors, as usually fitted to light pneumatic tyred cars, are 
mrtoh tco flimsily constructed to stand the vibration of motor vans 
a i d  lorries, and should be of robust design and as simple as 
possible, having regard to economy of petrol. 
The float-feed mechanism shonld, however, bo as light as possible 
c:ompatible with strength, for, being delicately balanced, the heavier 
tho moving parts the more they will suffer from wear and tear, 
owing to their greater inertia. 
The only other parts of the motor where, for the same reason, 
weight should be cut down to an absolute minimum are t,he 
rcciprocating parts, including the pistons, gudgeon pins, and con- 
nocting rods. 
Although, of course, there is no advantage in adding weight 
bnyond what is necessary for the purpose of obtainiug strength, 
nothing is gained by cutting the weight SO fine as on a plaasure car 
chassis, because the addition of a few pounds is nothing to a machine 
wrliich, wlten fully loaded, will weigh several tons. 
It is not suggested that the question of weight should not receive 
I lie consideration which it certainly deserves, as by careful design 
very large savings in weight can be brought about which will 
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considerably affect the economy of running costs, but there should 
be everywhere an ample margin to allow for a proper factor of 
safety. Although the four-cylinder motor has been the most 
popular type for touring cars, the two-cylinder motor has been, and 
is still, extremely popular for vans up to two-ton loads, such as 
those supplied by the Lacre Motor Car Go., Messrs. Halley, and 
other firms ; the author has designed and constructed some 
three-ton vans and lorries fitted with two-cylinder motors of as 
inuch a8 28.8 h.p., R.A.C. rating, with cylinders 6 in. bore by 
5 in. stroke, which gave 34 b.h.p. nnder test at 1,200 revs. per 
minute. The advantages of the two-cylinder motor are simplicity 
and fewness of parts, together with comparatively low first cost, 
FIG. 5.-Arrangernent for Balancing Motor by Casting Hollows 
in Flywheel. 
miall amount of space occupied, and fewer bearings to lubricate. 
Tho disadvantages are uneveniiess of torque, which needs a heavier 
flywheel and a vary substantial bearing next the flywheel, and 
makes the motor sluggish in picking up. There is also tho 
question of balancing the motor and the uneven suck on the 
carburettor if the cranks are opposed. 
I f  the balance weights are arranged as part of' the crankshaft or 
td ted  thereto, besides adding to its cost, they are necessarily of 
c*onsiderable size, especially if they have to balance six-inch diameter 
pistons. I t  is, therefore, necessary to enlarge the crankcase with a 
eonsiderable increnso of expense and weight, and for some 
wasonh it may be better to balance the reciprocating parts as 
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far it>, is possible outside the crankcase ; acting on a suggestion of 
l'i.&ssor Sharp, the author fitted some two-cyliitder motors with 
llywheels designed as in Fig. 5 ,  having pieces cut out on the peri- 
plicrj at opposite and alternate sides, so that the product of the 
niitSSCs removed from the flywheel, their distance from the ceritro of 
l h  cl.i~nksha€t, aiid the horizontal distalice apart of their centres, 
ocyudled that of the parts required to be balanced. The arrange- 
i ~ n t  showii causes greater pressure on the bearings, and greater 
F i ( i .  (;.--Arrangement for Two-cyhidor Motor with 8iiigle C h r i l i ,  
s imw~es on the crankshaft than wlien balance weight6 are fixod 
dircxi to tho  cranks, but it has :Ldvantages for reasons mentioned 
a hovt.. 
ltcGprooatinp parts can only bu partly balanced by revolving 
pit it^, bid by balancing to meet the vertical coiiiponont, the hori- 
xoiital componenl can be neglected when the motor is fixed to :t 
heavv iriotor van chassis. 
The author believes that a very succebsful two-cyliiider motor 
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( ~ d c l  ho built for commercial purposes having the cranks together, 
1 he additional advantages beiiig evenness of torque due to the even 
i ieat of the motor with correspoudingly lighter flywheel, cvenncss 
of suck oil tho carburettor, and low first cost. The crankshaft 
wordd ho of extremely simple design. (See Pig. 6.) 
On thc whole, it is not advisable to use a two-cylinder motor for 
tlrih purpose of a bore over fivc inches, and it will be found hatter 
l o  us(’ ZL tlirce or four-cylinder motor where more power is rr- 
qiiired than this will give. For many reason8 three-cylinder motors 
Bni. 7 .- hrrarigenient of Crsnlrsliaft of Bour-c:ylinder Motor 
with 110 Middle Bearings. 
\I ould srelii very suitable for comrncrcial purposes, but w r y  little, 
The iiumbor of brarings should bt, reducd to a urinimuni. as it, 
i., i-l siniple 1oattt.r to increasc the dirnorlsions of the hesrings to give 
t!le necm,sary supporting aimfaup. However perfcct tho system of 
1 ubricsLttiun ornployed, it, is iiievitahlc tliat a orrtuin percrntage of 
f,tilures will be recmdod when a large number of vehicles are run- 
I,mg, arid every bearing must have i t s  ow11 special armngenientb 
for its proper lubricatlon, which adds, however slightly, to the cost 
riything, l i a h  boen semi of  them in this capacity. 
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of manufacture. For a two-cylinder motor, except of very large 
bore, a middle bearing should not be required, but it is usual to 
fit one with four-cylinder motors, though it would probably be 
simpler and better, and certainly cheaper, to arrange the crank- 
shaft with no intermediate bearings, as in Pig. 7, the result being 
a cheaper and simpler crankshaft and a shorter engine, with a 
correspondingly lighter and cheaper craukcase. 
The stresses on the crankshaft are certainly increased, but these 
are easily niet by dightly increased dimensions. One or t w o  
E’roiich makers of repute have recently adopted this type of crank- 
shaft for their small motors in connection with the monobloc 
systern. 
This systeni of casting all four cylinders in one piece is not 
J c 
C 
I)-- 
FIG. &-Plan of separate Cylinder Castings bolted together. 
reoonimended for couiniercial chassis ; it i s  usual to cad them in 
pairs. 
From the author’s experience, economy as regards first cost 
results from using separate cylinders owing to the greater simplicity 
ol’ the casting and consequent reduction i n  the number of wasters 
rusdo during manufacture, and there is also considerable economy 
when replacing cylinders damaged in we. 
With separate cylinders there is, however, a tendency amongst 
dosigners to allow more room between the cylinder centres, but 
this is not at  all necessary if the cylinders are designed in a similar 
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manner to those fitted to the latest Panhard touring cars, in which 
they ai’e arranged with large rectangular openings in the water 
jackets at the sides, the openings being arranged to abut against 
those on the adjacent cylinders, n watertight joint being made by 
a packing piece, and the cylinders being held together in a compact 
block by horizontal bolts running from end to end, and holding 
oov(irs on the end openings, as shown in Pig. 8. 
Y’he extra cost of machining the flat sides and fitting the bolts 
and packing pieces is more than balanced by the simplicity of the 
castings, the ease of supporting the cores and of inspecting the 
intorior of the water jacket, and the absence of water joints and 
pipes, as only one inlet and outlet is necessary for tho water 
circulation. 
With cylinders of this type the crankshaft can he made quite 
:as short as with the monobloc. type, since it is only iiecessary to 
allow for ahout & in. of water space between the adjacent cylinders. 
I n  inodern practice it is very unusual to register the cylinders into 
thc crank case, and the usual method is to bolt them on to the flat 
top of the crank case, only two bolts at opposite coriiers being 
iiccarately registered, as there is w r y  Zittlc tendency for the cylinders 
l o  move laterally. A considerable number of nialzers use wliite 
metal for big- end and crankshaft bearings, and tho author Iias 
fonnd if give very satisfactory results. 
llall bearings have not yet been used on comiiiexial motors to 
:my considerable extent, hut thcro is no reason why they should 
iiot be used with a crankshaft having no middle bearings, althougll 
there is a tendency to “knock” if the ball bearings are not a11 
absolutely perfect fit. A method of attachment for a middle ball 
beraring, nscd successfully by the author, is shown in Fig. 9, the 
taper centre piece being split iri halves after machining, and tlicl 
nui,, which is held by a gruh screw, being ju3t largc. enough to 
pabs round the crank webs. 
For one reason ball bearings tare less suitablc for use on other 
than commercial motors on the cmnkshaft, and that is because 
they tend to produce more nois(. than plain bmringi, which are to 
:L cwtain cxtent insulated by the film of oil batween the rubbing 
surfaces, the slight increase of noise beiiig hardly notic:eut)le on :I 
caoriimercial w h i c h  Messrs. Hall, of Dartford, have usod ball 
har ings for the crankshaft In their I ‘  Hallford ’’ conirnercial chassis 
for s e v c d  years. 
ltoller bearings of a very simple type are used in the crankshafts 
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of thc n’apier light vans and the Timkon system of conical roller 
boariirgs, which take both normal and end thrust, seems worthy of 
the cwxitleration of desigiiws. 
I t  gom without saying that the lubrication should he arraiigd to be 
as ncnrh automatic as possible, and there is much to be said for the 
systcvm which punips a definite volumcx of oil at regular intervals to 
tach bcv~riiig or other part requiring lubrication, thc 1)lrmp 02’ 
puiiip being drivoir at B definite ratio of s p e d  to  that o€ the 
c.r:ink\,l-iaft. 
Thc system in which the oil is fc t l  to the main aiid big cnri 
kwitrinp through a hollow crankshaft has many adniirerb, but it 
is c.xyicnsive in first cost and an obstruction causcd l),y foreign 
or cwnge~~l.lcd oil, followcd hy dire results, is not an un31~ard-o€ 
owuri mc(\. 
‘Chc coinpression of motorb for comniercial vehicles is usually lower 
tli<in i lrat used for pleasure cars, sirwe it is much more cwential to lw 
frw from pre-ignition and ovcrlieating than to obtain the utmost 
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possible power froin the motor. A coniprcssion ratio of 4 to 1 has 
h r n  found very suitable by the author. 
’Phr valves and ports sliould bcx of ainplc area, and a ratio of 3.2  
of cj lintler arcs to valve arm has given good results. 
MJhere thc driver sits beside the motor, as in Fig. 10, I’late XX., 
s p c c  can bc eronomised by putting both iulct and exhaust valves 
on tlrc side farthest from the driver, or on top of the cylinders, as in 
the 3Taudslay car, t,hougli it is possible to uw valms 01 larger area 
without increasing tho width of the motor on the drivcr’s side by 
invoi 1 ing the inlet valve only and scAtting it centrally over the 
pistoii, as in the (‘ Vortex ” type of motor. 
A ‘( half-roinpression ” device to facilitate starting should be 
f i t t d  to all motors of morr than 4 in. bore. TEtib i s  usually 
1 eil by sliding the cam Rhaft longitudinally so that auxiliary 
camh are brought into play which lift the exhaust viilves duriug 
the coniprossiou stroke ; the cam shaft is hrld in its nornial 
n when running by a spring fitted at its end. I f  the van is 
ed for traffic work it is better to inalie the starting handle 
~cnio\ablo, otherwise in the ovmt of ti slight collision thc 
1i:Lnclie is liahlc to be drivm bark on the crank case with serious 
rcsuli s. 
Th(. timing whorls, as albo thow driving the govcrnor and 
mngnoto, should be encased either in a separate oil-tight chamber, 
or in the crank case, and slioultl be situatcd iii front of the 
inotoi. to give accessibility for inspevtion, replacement, resctting the 
timing, etc. 
Tho author uses altcmate wheels of soft mild steel and 
h:ird grry fibre, with tho treth not less than 8 diametral 
l’itah, nor less than 1 in. wide. Care must be taken to see that 
watei. doos not find its way to the film wheels as it cairns them to 
SM PI1 
(+eiirmally ~poaking, the iitaterids used in tho aoiistruction 
of tkrc vaTious parts will be pracatically thc sanw as those 
for light pnssoitger mrs ; duminiuni is almost universally cniployed 
foia tjt(.  c ~ t n l r  c m e  :nit1 base, though a, f r w  rnalrers prefer gun- 
rnc+d. 
If h d s  a r  u serowecl into the alurniniuni, s t a n d d  Whitworth 
tlircatls should be used and the svrowed part of the stud should be 
not, I(  ss than two aiJd a hal€ times its diameter in leugth. 
1b ignition purposes the magneto is practically universal, 
(See Fig. 11.) 
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since tho ordinary accumulator is very liable to rapid deteriora- 
tion froni the vibration and rough usage of motor van work, 
though it is sometimes carried as a stand-by, or for use when 
starting. 
Low-tension magneto has been extensively used, hut thew 
is a tendency now for the high-tension magneto to take its 
place, and there i\ no reason why this should not be done 
with tlie numhrr of beautifully constructed machines of this typcl 
now on thr market, thereby gaining the advantage of a redurtion 
in tlic number of the working parts. 
This is fitted either as a fixed ignition or @ith a hand 
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control for adjusting the timing. Better results are, of course, 
obtainable with the latter, but with some drivers it is advieable 
to fit the simpler arrangement, as giving one thing less requiring 
their attention. 
In the earlier commercial vehicles the radiator and water-pipe 
joints gave considerable trouble, as they were unable to stand the 
vibration resulting from the use of solid rubber tyres, and this was 
especially the case with the ordinary flat tube honeycomb radiator. 
PIG. 12.-Nethod of supporting Radiator on Rubber Lined 
Trunnions. 
The construction of radiators is now such that very little 
troublo occurs from this source, and a suitable type is that 
made by the Motor Radiator Manufacturing Co., having hori- 
zontal circular air tubes; this is extremely light, strong, and 
efficient. 
The method of support for the radiator has received considerable 
attention from designers, and one of the best methods is that in 
which the radiator is supported in trunnions fixed to the frame, 
BROWNE. N 
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as shown in Fig. 12, a thick cylindrical rubber hush intervening 
between the arm on the radiator and the bracket on the frame, and 
acting as an insulator from vibration and road shocks. The 
radiator is prevented from revolving in the trunnions by a stay 
inside the bonnet attached to it near the top at  the rear side. The 
water pipes connecting the radiator to the water jackets of the motor 
are fitted with rubber joints, giving them a certain amount of play. 
Where the top of the radiator is high enough above the water 
jackets to give a sufficient head of water, the thermo-syphon system 
is often used, and this is becoming much more general, with the 
result that the pump, its driving gear and sundry water connections, 
are eliminated. 
With a really efficient radiator, it is surprising what a small 
head of water is required for the thermo-syphon system, and a 
number of London motor omnibuses are now running satisfac- 
torily fitted with this arrangement. 
An efficient fan for drawing air through the radiator is a neces- 
sity, and this can be arranged either as an integral part of the Ay- 
wheel, or it can be fitted separately close to the radiator, and driven by 
it flat belt 1 inch wide. Provision must be made for adjustment, to 
allow of tightening the belt when required. 
Attempts have been made to fit a more rigid type of drive to the 
fan than the belt, but considerable stresses are put on the gear 
owing to the flywheel effect, of the fan and the sudden variations 
of speed of the motor. 
AXLES. 
The front axle of commercial motor vehicles follows very much 
the same design its that used for touring cars, oxcept that thc 
dimensions are, of course, increased in proportion to tho load, and that 
it is absolutely essential to talio the vertical thrust on the steering 
pivots on ball bearings of ample dimensions to facilitate steering. 
The hubs are generally fittcd with plain bearings either of white 
metal or gun metal, though hall bearings of large dimensions are 
fitted in some cases even for vans designed for loads of as much as 
five toils. With plain bearings a pyessure of 200 lb. per sq. inch 
should not be exceeded. 
Butler’s patent built-up axles manufactured hy the Kirkstall 
Forge, Leeds, in which the centre member consists of two channel 
section pieces riveted back to back to form an I girder are in very 
qeneral use both for front and rear axles of chain driven chassis. 
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Special forms of axle are necessary for worm and other types of 
drive, and these will be dealt with under transmission. 
The special points to bear in mind in axle design are that the 
strength of the axle is inversely proportional to the horizontal 
distance between the spring flaps and the tyre ; that the tyre should 
not overhang the hub bearing but should be as nearly central with 
it as possible, and that the weight of the axles,, not being spring- 
supported, must be kept down as low as possible compatible with 
safety. 
0 No.- A-rcxrrr  4% 
FIG. 13.--l)ennis Horn Bracket for Back Axle. 
The front axle is invariably held in position by the springs which 
itre attached at their front end by spring bolts through brackets to 
the frame. 
The rear axle is usually held in position by radius rods and 
[)revented from revolving by its attachment to the springs, but in 
~01x10 cams, such as the Dennis vans (see Fig. lS), horn blocks are 
used similar to railway practice. 
WHEELS. 
These are usually built up of wood, with oak spokes and ash 
For light cars acacia is used for spokes, and is very much felloes. 
N 2  
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mperior to oak, as is proved by the results of some experiments 
carried out by Colonel Rolden, which he supplied to the author 
some time ago. TJnfortunately acacia is a wood which refuses to 
grow of sufficiently large diameter to enable sound spokes for 
heavy motor vehicles to be cut from it. 
All-metal wheels are also used, such as those on the Milnes- 
Daimler chassis ; these are coming into more general use, and 
are likely in time to supplant wood entirely. 
The advantages of large diameter wheals are well known, and 
the subject has been dealt with by Colonel Crompton in his paper 
on Motor Vehicles, read before the Institution of Civil Engineers," 
and more recently in another paper before this Institution ; t articles 
have also recently appeared by other writers on the same subject in 
the technical press. I n  the author's opinion, however, it  is doubtful 
whether the present 40-inch diameter wheels, used for loads of three 
tons and upwards, will be exceeded for several reasone, the principal 
being the additional weight of the wheels, none of which is spring- 
supported, the necessity for greater reduction in the gearing 
adding further weight and expcnse, and the difliculty in convejing 
the drive to the raised centre without simultaneously raising the 
frame and load platform. That the unsprung weight question is a 
serious one may be judged from the fact that a pair of driving 
wheels, with 5-inch twin solid rubber tyres, including hubs, brake 
drums and chain rings, recently fitted to a five-ton lorry by the 
author, weighed just half a ton the pair, and these wore carefully 
designed with a view to keeping tho weight down as low aa  possible 
within safe limits. 
Spring wheels of all lrinds have attracted numerous inventors, 
but none have come into general use up to the present. 
TYEES. 
For van work, solid rubber tyres are almost invariably used for 
loads up to five tons, though it is permissible to fit pneumatic tyres 
on the front wheels of light vans for loads not exceeding 15 cwt., 
otherwise the cost of running pneumatic tyrea for this purpose is 
such as to prohibit their use. 
The two favourite methods of attaching solid rubber tyres are 
either to hold them in a special shaped rim, very similar to that 
used for pneumatic tyres, into whioh they are forced by a hydraulic 
* Proceedings, Inst.C.E., Val. CLXIX., p. 2 et seq. 
t Proceedinas, 1.1. A.E., Vol. 11. 
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press, or to vulcanise the rubber of the tyre ou to a flat rim already 
attached to the wheel. 
The latter mothod is more usually adopted for the larger sections 
of tyres for heavy vehicle use, as it is more expensive in first cost, 
but allows of the tyre being used after it has been worn down to a 
much greater extent. 
The driving wheels require to be fitted with much larger tyres in 
proportion to their load than the front wheels, which do not have 
to take any driving strain, and it is nearly always necessary to use 
twill tyros for tho driving wheels for loads over 30 cwt. Twin tyres 
are also supposed to be an advantage in checalring side slip, so that 
they are often fitted to light vans. It is always an  economy in the 
long run to fit tyres of ample dimensions, as a vehicle which is 
under tyred to the slightest extent will wear its tyres out very 
rapidly indeed. 
I t  should not be difKcult for tyre makers to work out a formula 
by which the exact size of tyre required could easily be found, the 
factors being depth and width of tyre section, diameter of wheels, 
maximum speed of vehicle and load on the wliccls. 
Some of the makers' lists are very confusing as to sizes of tyres, 
as the width overall in some cascs includes the rim, which makes i% 
considerable difference, and nothing is ever stated as regards the 
speeds for which thoy arc? suitable, although the maximum loads 
are sometimes given. 
With the present price of rubber, tyre renewals are such a heavy 
item, and form such a very large proportion of the total running 
costs, that the subjcct is worth the closest attention. The surface 
of the tyre is usually plain, but the I)e Nevers tyre supplied by 
Messrs. Liversidge is cut transversely at regular intervals every few 
inches with a view to checking side slip. 
TRANSMISSION. 
Chain drive, although almost obsolete for private passenger cars 
except for use with heavy limousine and Faloon bodies, is by far 
the most popular type of transmission for prtrol motor vans, and 
the reason is not far to seek, as it allows ot the iinuprung weight 
being roduced to N mininiutn and provides an efiiciont, economical 
and simple form of drive, together with a certain degree of 
Hexibilitj-. 
The objection to the ruller oiiain for tuuriug curs lies principally 
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in the whizzing noise made by the chain rollers passing over the 
teeth of the sprockets, though this is considerably lessened with 
the lower speed of the motor van. 
This noise is more apparent with the heavier types for loads 
from three tons upwards, but is entirely obviated by using the saw- 
tooth pattern chain introduced into this country by Mr. Hans 
Eenold which is quite correctly designated Silent,” the only 
disadvantages being that it i s  more expensive than the roller type 
and that the chains aud sprockets are slightly heavier. 
Quite recently Mr. A. 8. Hill has brought out a new pattern chain 
of original design for which the advantage of silence is claimed, 
but as this has not yet come into general use, the author will leave 
Mr. Hill to describe it himself in his forthcoming paper on Chain 
Drive. 
Dust-tight chain covers are made a special feature by some 
makers, but there are great difficulties in arranging to fit them in 
such a mauner as to allow for the proper adjustment of the chaius, 
which at  the same time are rendered somewhat inaccessible, and 
the greater part of the case is supported on the axle so that it is 
subject to road shoclrs, and will rapidly fall to pieces unless of very 
substantial design, resulting in a considerable addition both to cost 
and weight. 
A compromise is effected by fitting a protecting sheet metal cover 
attached to the frame over the top of the chain which prevents mud 
being thrown on it by the tyre, and with this arrangement the chains 
are found to last for a long time without replacement, provided they 
are of ample dimensions. 
The efficiency of a chain drive is so high when new that even 
when the chains are worn to a considerable extent the loss of power 
through this cauue is hardly noticeable, and it is not as a rule 
necessary to replace them until they are stretched out of pitch. 
One of the most important members of the transmission gear for 
this type is the transverse gearcase containing the main bevel drive, 
differential gear and sprocket shafts. 
In the early types it was usual to include the bevel gear and 
differential in the rhange speed gem box, but where this is uow 
arranged in this rnanuer it is usual to cast extensions ou the case to 
enclose and carry the bearings supporting the sprocket fihafts as 
in the Lacre vans, in which each chain is driven by a separate pair 
of bevel gears, au arrangement which enables the differential brake 
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FIG. 14.-Transverse Shaft Gear Case of J. R- B. T,orrF. 
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to be brought outside the gear box in a convenient positidn a t  its 
rear end. 
Another arrangement used by the author is to cast the trans- 
verse case as an independent unit; its design then practically 
coincides with that of a live axle as fitted to a light passenger car, 
except that the case is attached direct to the frame at  such a 
distance in front of the rear axle as to provide for the proper chain 
centres, and, of course, it only has to support its own weight 
(see Fig. 14). 
I n  the earlier cars the rear end of the gear box containing the 
bovel drive was bupported on a transverse girder, and the uncased 
sprocket shafts were extended from it to the sides, but this arrange- 
mont gave trouble through the frame whipping and sagging so that 
the shafts were pulIed out of fine. Attempts were made to correct 
this by using Oldham’s couplings, but the only really satisfactory 
way is to rigidly encase the whole gear, including the sprocket 
bcarings, and support it from the frame as a whole. 
Ry arranging the outer bearings as in Fig. 14 the chain pull is 
taken directly over them, so that there is no overhang producing a 
bending moment. 
The maximum torque on either end of the sprockct shaft is that 
at which the tyre will slip on the road divided by tho ratio of chain 
reduction, and that on the differential sleeve will be just double 
this amount, i.e., due to both wheels. Thus, taking the co-efficient of 
adhesion as 0.4 and the weight on the road a t  each back-wheel tyre 
with full load a s  three tons for a five-ton lorry, with wheels of 20-inch 
radius, and a chain reduction ratio of 3, the maximurn possible torque 
on the differential sleeve will be 
which is equivalent to 57 h.p. at  100 revs. per minute ; anything 
greater than this will cause the wheels to slip, and the same torque 
will be produced when the footbrake is applied so as to cause the 
back wheels to skid, on the assumption that the co-efficient of adhe- 
sion is the same for a locked wheel dragging along the ground as for 
a revolving Thee1 slipping round on the road without rolling. 
Amongst other methods of transmission besides chain drive which 
have been in general use is that in which the transverse shaft drive 
is transmitted to the rear wheels through spur gears, fitted in 
cases fiituated on the inner sides of the wheels. This has tho 
h a d v a n t a p  of increasiug both the cost of manufacture and the 
unsprung weight to a considerable extent, and it is very difficult to 
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arrange to enclose the spur gears in oil-tight cases, with the result 
that the gears soon wear and become noisy. 
Another system which has long been used by Messrs. Dennis 
Bros., and now also is used by the Leyland Motor Car Go. and others, 
is that of worm drive. The advantage of this type is that the 
considerable gear reduction which is required for motor vans, 
especially in the heavier sizes, is thus easily attained in a single 
pair of gears, and a reference to Fig. 15 shows that the increase 
of unsprung weight is, to a large extent, compensated for by 
the simplicity and neatness of the design. The differential gear 
in this case is subject to road shocks, and the stresses on it 
are greater than thoso in the chain-driven type by the factor 
of the cliaiii reduction, so that it must be made proportionally 
stronger. 
I n  certain heavy electric railway locomotives in America a system 
of spring drive has been recently introduced, by which the driving 
axle is supported from the frame, tlte drive tieing taken by coin- 
pression I~elical springs at  the wheels, and possibly soniethirrg on 
these lines, i n  combination with worm gear, would bo found suitable 
for the heavier types of motor lorries. 
For chassis desigiied to carry heavy loads it is very important to 
arrange €or the careful alinernent of the various members of the 
transmission system, and it is also necessary to provide for the 
springing aiid warping of the frame, which are bound to occur to a 
much larger extent thaii with vehicles carrying lighter loads. 
For this reason the iiiotor and gear cases must be coupled up 
by flexible connections such as cardan shafts or other similar 
devices with universal joints. It is also found advisable by several 
makers to  iiitroduce a spring drive in the traitsmission, and this is 
usually fittetl between the clutch and the front of the change-speed 
gear box (we Fig. l G ) ,  with a view to damping the sudden varia- 
tions of lorclue caused by a too rapid insertion of the clutch, etc. 
An arrangement of this kind is shown in Pig. 17, which serve8 
the double 1)urpose of spring-drive and of universal joints, and saveb 
a considerable aniount or space longitudinally. The ball joints 
are lubricated from the tangential driving rods, which are hollow 
for the purpose of containing lubricant, and the whole arrange- 
ment is suvrounded by a circular protecting sheet metal cover 
attached to the frame. 
The plate clutch invented by Dr. Hele-Shaw is in very general 
use, as, since it is capable of taking up its load both smoothly and 
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gradually owing to the number of stamped sheet metal discs employed 
in its construction, it is very suitable for this class of work. 
FIG. 1 'I.--Combined Spring Drive and Universal Joints. 
The ordinary leather dutch is also used to a considerahle exteni,, 
although generally of a larger diameter than that used for pleasure 
cars. 
FJO. 1K-J. & B. Leather Lined Clutch. 
Pig. 18 shows such a clutch, which is arranged so that the 
clutch shaft runs on hall bearings when disengaged, the bearing 
farthest from the motor being supported from the fly-wheel by a 
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three-armed cage which allows of easy adjustment of the clutch 
springs. 
The change-speed p a r  of motor vans is a part of the transmission 
which reqiiires most careful consideration from the designers, ass tho 
gear is vhnnged ruuch more frequently than with pleasure car chassis, 
since it isnot at all advisable, on the score of economy, to fit too large 
an engine, and consequently at every slight increase in gradient, or 
when picking up speed after traffic checks, it is necessary to change 
down to a lower gear. 
For this reason, and on account of the greater stresses on the 
gear wheels, many devices have been tried for change-speed gear 
for motor van work. 
The sliding spur-wheel arrangement, as used on light cars, is still 
Pic,. 20.--Gtear Box of Durham Churchill Car. 
in general use by a number of the best makers, although in some 
cases jaw clutches on sliding sleeves are used to engage the gear 
wheels, whi(fh are thus left, always in mesh with a view to prevent- 
ing damage to the teeth of the wheels. 
The g e u  box as used in Commercial Cars is fitted with separate 
jaw-clutches for each pair of gears which are always in mesh. 
(See Fig. 19.) 
Anot,her arrangeniont is that used by Messrs. Durham Churchill 
& Co. (ROC Fig. 20), and consists also of a gear box containing gear 
wheels which are always in mesh. 
Those on the hollow shaft are free to revolve on it, except the 
one engaged by the cam on the internal rod, which is arranged to 
slide endways through the hollow shaft, and so select the required 
gear. 
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Tt will be noticed that this gear box is arranged with no “ direct” 
drivci, and this is so in the case of other makes, such as the 
Hallford. 
The lower gears are used so much niore than 011 the ordinary 
light passenger cars that it is questionable whether there is any 
great advantage in a direct drive for con~mercial purposes, as a 
dirwt drive on one gear means a double indirect drive on the other 
gram, with consequent increased loss of power. 
I n  the Dennis gear-box a free-wheel arrangement is fitted to 
facilitate changing gear with the idea that if the gear is changed 
too soon, the gear does not take up the drive until the vehicle has 
slowed down sufficiently for its speed to suit the ratio of gear 
between the motor and the road wheels. 
Tlie favourite method of constructing the gear box is to cast it as 
a whole either in aluminium or in malleable iron or steel, which is 
iiiorp suitable on account of its greater rigidity and ability to with- 
rtantl the increased stresses due to heavy loads. The extra weight 
of the heavier metal is such a small percentage of the total weight, 
that it is no detriment. 
Tlie &hafts are usually inserted through holes in the sides, being 
tlirerrded through the sleeves and the gear wheels, which latter are 
lioltod on in p1ac.e as required. 
The holes are covered by screw-caps, which also hold the ball- 
bearings in place, and a large rectangular lid gives access to the 
interior of the box. 
Sometimes plain bearings of large dimensions are used as in the 
Maudslay gear box (see Fig. 2 1 ) ;  but ball-bearings are more 
genwal, and tho Arrol-Johnston gear box is fitted with roller 
h a 1  ings made by the New hrrol-Johnston Co 
‘I’hree spc~cds are provided in the lighter vans, but four are more 
gericral for chassis dcsigned to carry loads of two tons and 
u p 1 4  a d s .  
Many ingenious attempts have bwn made to iitilisc a gradually 
vari:rble change s p r d  gear, but none have come into general use ; 
rriost of these rely on friction deviccs, which usually fail at the 
driving surfaces on account of the extremely small awa obtainable, 
and require enormous pressure at the point of contact ; to illustrate 
this, it niay be mentioned that it has been pointed out by Dr. Hele- 
#haw that the area of contact between a railway-carriage wheel and 
rail has been found to be only 2 sq. in. 
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Several attempts have been made with hydraulic transmission, 
but have failed chiefly on account of complicated design and the 
p l a t  weight of the gear. Experiments are now being conducted by 
Dr. Hole-Bhaw with a greatly simplified arrangement, which pro- 
mises well, and particulars of his invention, when ho is ready to 
place them before the Institution, will be looked forward to with 
F i n .  22.-Arrangement of Side Brake Shoes as fitted to J. & B. Lorry. 
intorest, as there is probably more room for improvement in the 
cahaiige speed gear than in any other part of automobile vehicles. 
Petrol-electric transmission, consisting of some arrangement of 
dynamo and motors connectiug the engine with the driving wheels, 
sliorild also havo a field for heavy lorry work, as the comparatively 
heavy weight of electric machinery has up to the present debarred 
it from general use on light cars. An advantage of electric transmis- 
sion i R  that the need of special differential gear is avoided by using 
a separate electric motor to drive each wheel. 
HROWNR. 0 
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BRAKES. 
Two sets of indopendent hralres aro provided similar to those 
ured on touring cam, but the surfaces and other dimensions arc 
increased in proportion to the loads. Metal friction stirfaces arc 
practically uiiiversaI, and it is usual to provide brake shoes with 
sofc iron renowable liners, the drums being either malleablr iron 
or steel castings. 
The side hralre drums should be bolted direct on tho driving 
wheels without the intervention of pillars or studs (see Fig. 15), 
and the operating gear attached to the axle should consist of the 
fewest po\iAlc numbor of parts, and should be so arranged tliat none 
:ire loose o i t h ~ r  when the brake is ON or OFF, as otherwise the rotid 
4iocks to which tho parts are subjected will cause rapid wear and 
i ear and c~oiisiclernblo noise. 
A method which has been designed with this end in view is 
shown i n  Fig. 22, in which it will be seen that the tension springs 
connecting the shoes Iiold all parts taut, the brake being operatrd 
by revolving a spindle, to the end of which is attached a cam, which 
ifi inserted between the two ends of the brake shoes so that they 
iirc o x p m d d  by thc action of the cam. 
Front wlic3el bi-akes have recently been tried and are gradually 
coining into favour owing to the absence of tendency to cause 
side-slip on greasy roads, but care must be talron not to loclr the 
wlioels, as tlwn all powor of steering is lost. 
I n  soinc c d i e r  vans, with a view to their greater acceEsibility for 
ndjustincnl, the author  fitted a pair of sprocket brakes at tho ourls 
of the sproc.kot shafts uctoatod through ~1 conipcnsaliiig gear froiii 
tho foot pedal, but a disadvautage was found with this arrangoinent 
ns the co-cificicnt of friction of  the two brakes was never quite t h o  
same, and the result was that one wheol locked before the otlier so 
that tho a c k d  braking p o w x  was reducrd. 
The usual position for tlie foot brake is at tho rear mid of the 
chaugc q)eerl gear box, and this position is adopted by ncarly a11 
irinkcrb as being tho most convonient for  the purpose. 
The foot -brake ILS fitted l),y Mcssrs. Diirhani Churrhill is hhown 
Fig. 2 3 ,  
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GICNERAT,. 
All parts, such as levcm, pedals, steering connections, etc., must 
he of ample dimensions to stand up inader the rough usage they 
yeceive, and a liberal use of spring washers is nwcseary to  prevent 
nuts jarring loose. For all siieb, fro111 half-inrh upwnrils, tho 
ordinai*y Whitworth standards are suitable and are in general 
lisp, ba t  for smaller sizes fiiior thrrnds are, iii many rnsrs, advisahle. 
All working part\ require smplc protection from rmtd and dust, 
and it, is iisiial to  fix sheet metal covers under the motor nnd rlutrh ; 
the steering and uni.t-crsal joints must hc mrxsed in Icnther. 
I’ IG. 2 3. -1hrhn m Ch urchill Foothrak r . 
I 1  Lhc propcr size of iiiotor to  I I ~  for tlio various lotids 11:~s bee.:. 
:I] rived at by cqciinicnt,  mid t l i c  in t io  of biae of‘ motor to total load 
01 vehirle, which is tcwncd by J11.. O’G(JIT~I :LI~  the (‘ l iv r l inc~ ,~  ” of 
the eai-, is f o u i x l  by tlir forinula 
1) N 
W 
on the assumption that thc ettiiie length stroke i h  used in all sizes 
of the motors; liere ll =- diameter of CJ linrler in indies, N = niiiiihcr 
of cylinders, and TV -= the total neight of laden vehicle in tons. 
0 2 
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This gives the following results when applied to vans of different 
sizes :- 
Wciyht 
of Load, 
in tuns. 
Total 
Weight 
laden 
in T o a s .  
8.5 
5 . 5  
5.5 
4 
4 
Bore of 
Cylinder, 
xi inchefi. 
5 
4 
4.5 
4 
5 
No. 
of 
2ylindcrs. 
D’JN 
W -. 
11.3 
11.65 
14.7 
16 
12.5 
(orma1 Speed 
on top gear in 
d e s  per hour. 
13 
13.4 
16.9 
18.4 
14.4 
l’hc normal speed on the top gear has been found by multiplying 
th(x figures in the preceding column by the factor 1.15, which gives 
result3 which compare very well with actual practice for motors 
having a five-inch stroke, thus showing that the resistance to 
traction vciries directly as the load; it is not necessary to take 
into ticcount the wind resistance at the comparatively low speeds 
at which these vehicIes are run. 
It is interesting to notice that as the load increases, the ratio 
weigbt of load carried 
-- . __ ___ 
wcight of vehicle decreases rapidly as shown by the curve in 
Fig. 24, by which it will be wen that for a load less than 40 cwt. 
the car weight exceeds that of the load, though the teverse is the 
case (I hove that load. 
Although potrol spirit is ueed almost universally as a fuel, it 
is possible, by  means of a special form of carburettor i n  which the 
infloaing mixture is heated from the exhaust, and by slightly 
lowering the compreseion ratio, to use ordinary paraffin as a fiiel. 
Tn spite of its lower coht, however, it is not recomn,enderl where 
petrol is available, as difficulty is often experienced in starting the 
motor, and it is necessary to clean out  the combustioil chambers at 
froyncmt intervals ; moreover. p n r a f h  is a substance which ha8 a 
torid(>ncy to rsreep over everything, and causes a greasy film to 
gradually spread over all tho snrfacws adjacent to Ibe tarils in 
which it is stored. 
No mention has l.wm made of constructional details which are 
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practically the same as those used in light passenger cars, as the 
difficulty has been to keep the paper within reasonable limits, as 
the subject covers such a large field. 
Some of the points mentioned may seem small and unimportant, 
JO-E2.HT O F  VEHlCl_&,~ I M GWT 
FIG. %.--Curve Phowing the Relation of Weight of Load carried 
to Weight of Vehicle. 
Load 
P = Wcight of vehicle. - 
Nom.-Weights up to and including 2 toris load are for Lacre 
vans ; over 2 tons, J. & €3. vans. 
but it should be remembered thast the whole qucstion of design is 
one intimately connected with detail, and by careful attention to 
detail the success of the whole is alone attained. 
The great aim of all designers must be to produce reliability of 
running, as renewals do not only involve the actual expense incurred 
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in replwiiig worn or defective parts, but lrccp capital lying idlo 
whilo tlie vehicle> IS off the road. 
'l 'hugli the number of cars tijr trade piiyposes in use in this 
uouiitry is oonsidorixbly less tliaii tlie nuriiber of private cars, il is 
interc~tiug to note that tlie increase in the  uumber of trade iliotors 
(not iiiclutliiig public. service vc.hicles) during the twelve nionths 
ending So1)teniber SWi, 1'30'3, WLL\ '35.4 per cent., as cornpared with 
the increase of private cars of 18.8 per cent for the sanir time. 
'L'Iiis sltows a very healthy h t e  of affairs as regard8 the iiiotor 
vanh, :iiid d s o  t h a t  it has beconit. just as esseiitial to study its 
dcaign as tliat of its older brother, the  light pussenger car. 
J t  has not h c r i  cousiderod necessary to describe t h e  drawiiigr in  
cletar L in nimy cases, :is they are self-explanatory. 
'Llliu auttiur's thuiilrs aro due to hoth uscrs aid nialrors of coni- 
iiicrcial niotor vehicles for details of running costs, otc. supplied. 
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A P P E N rj I x. 
RIJNNING COST& OF PETBOL-1'ROPliLLED CU1\3hIBIlf!IAii 
VEHICLES. 
'The following details have been supplied both by userh and 
makers, and are sufficicnt to slmd< for themselvcs. 
,1 warning is necessary as regards the cost per ton-mile, as the 
loud, of coursc, varies considerably, especially where deliveries are 
iiiiide ell route and the van returns empty, and it is thus very 
difficult to arrive a t  the average losct. The cost per car-milo is, 
thercfore, a much better guide in endeavouring to arrive al, tho 
avcragc cost. 
It is very interesting to note in this connection that the latest 
balance sheet of the London General Omnibus Company shows a 
considerable profit on the running of their motor omnibuses, which 
is, however, reduced to a siiiall niargiii by the losses on the horsc- 
drawn buse?. The figures supplied by Mr. Leycester Barwell are 
extremely iutcresting as providing a comparison between iiiotor and 
liorhe-drawn VBILS working under exactly similar conditions. 
The author considerh that the industry is greatly indehtcd to 
Jlr. Barwell for the valuable information supplied by him. 
A< rlJAL COSXS 01.' ~ I J N N I i Y G  LACBE TANS BY MESSRS. J. SlI00LBRED 
& Co., I ~ O M  I)ETAILS SUPPLIED BY ONE OF ~ T ~ J E  PARTNERS, 
MR. r , B Y C ~ ~ ~ E 1 l  BARWELL. 
Kepi  rs . . . . . . . . . . .  
;i7 Vans for Birat Year on tlie Roiitl. 
-~ 
$62 10 2 per van. 
30 Vans for Second Year on the Road. 
Repairs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $55 12 10 
Tyres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39 12 0 -- 
S95 4 10 pervun. 
11 Vans for Third Year on the B o d  
l%epitirs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  256 2 8 
Tyros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 13 4 
$90 16 0 yor van. 
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2 Vans for Fourth Year on the Road. 
Repairs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $46 11 10 
Tyres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 14 4 -- 
$74 6 2 per van. 
80 Vans for One Year on the Road. 
(37 for first, 30 for second, 11 for third, 2 for fourth.) 
Repairs.. ............... $44 9 3 
Tyres ................. 34 10 1 --
$78 19 4 pervan. 
43 Vans for One Year on the Road. 
(Not including cost of first year on the road.) 
Repairs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $55 7 0 
Tyres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 15 8 ~- 
$93 2 8 pervan. 
AVEnAGE COSY PNn VAN OY 43 VANS ON THE ROAD. 
30 vans for their second year. 
11 vans for their third year. 
2 vans for their fourth year. 
Ignoring the cost of the first year on the road as being too 
favourable. 
x s. d. 
Depreciation (7  years) . . . . . .  62 0 0 
Repairs .................... 55 7 0 
Tyres ...................... 37 15 8 
spirit (including tax) . . . . . . . .  50 7 6 
Driver (highest wages) . . . . . .  83 4 0 
Oil. grease, lamp oil. . . . . . . . . .  10 10 0 
Insurance, third par ty . .  . . . . . .  6 0 0 
Washing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 10 0 
:108 working days in the year, less 20 days in for reliairs -h 2x8 
days at 60 i d e s  per day = 17,280 miles per armurn. (4: pence 
per mile = X324.) 
‘&is gives & I 0  in hand for illcreased cost of tyres, and if depre- 
viation is taken at 8 yeam, another $8,  making $18 in hand fol, 
tyres. 
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EXPLANATION OF LOW COST OF TIIE TWO VANS h’OR THEIR FOURTH 
YEAR ON THE ROAD. 
Van 2,683. 
Repairs ............ ;E73 0 0 
Tyres. ............. 2 3  4 1 
&96 10 I 
-- 
Van 2,684. 
Xepairs . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;El9 17 9 
Tyrea.. ............ 32 4 7 -- 
$52 2 4 
Vau 2,683 was thoroughly overhauled the latter part of its fourth 
year, and when tested after the overhaul the condition of the van 
was as new. 
Van 2,684 went through its fourth year without any overhaul, 
hence the small amount for repaira. It will, of course, be over- 
hauled during its fifth year, and, accidents excepted, van 2,683 will 
go through its fifth year without any general overhaul. 
These two vaiis completed fouryears’ service on October 2nd arid 
October 9th, 1909, with a mileage of 68,000 to 69,000 miles per van. 
On January 2nd and Yth, 1910, the mileage niay be safely taken 
as 72,000 to 73,000 miles per van. 
Nobody knows the life of a properly constructed and well designed 
iiiotor van, but going by the results of these two vans, Mr. Barwell 
believes that they will give not less than eight years, and a 
probability of nine or even ten years’ service. 
CORIPA~~ISON WITH HOME-UHAWN VEHICLES USYD BY THE SAME FIRM 
FOB THE SAME CLASS OF WORK. 
A pair-horsed van for country deliveries with Messrs. Shoolbred 
nieans a van worked with four horses, two working and two resting, 
a pair of horses working alternate days, the van running 45 miles a 
day, or 13,860 miles a year of 308 working daya. 
Such a van costs to run $370 a year, or rather over 64d. per mile. 
To use a motor van for exactly the same work, running the same 
distance, would mean a saving of 20 per cent. 
To use a motor van for 60 miles a day (less 20 days in for 
repairs), or 17,280 miles a year, means 8,400 more miles a year, 
and a saving of 128 per cent, on the cost of the horsed van. 
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Running a motor van 85 miles a day (less 28 days in for 1-epairs), 
or 23,800 miles a year, costs about the same as the horsed van 
doing 45 miles a day, so that we get 70 per cent. niore mileage for 
the samc total running cost. 
When the iiiotor vaiis were started, it was assumed that it would 
only pay to  do so if one motor replaced a van and four horses. 
After 4: years' experience of running motor vans, Mr. Harwell is 
conviiicwi that a buitable motor van call be run for less cost than it 
cart worked with t w o  horses a day. 
DeprtwilitiQn, repairs, tyres, petrol, oil and grease, are elltirely :L 
question of mileage. These expenses must surely be halved for R 
van running 40 miles a day when compared with il. van ruinling 
80 lriiles a day, those expenses which remain the mnie being the 
wages of the driver, gaiage, and inburance. Even the wages of 
the driver might reasonably be less. 
L\2ull A I ,  COSY 0 I( HUNNlX\'(i M I L N X S - ~ ~ A I M L ~ ~ L ~  M W l U l t  /hLNIULJS 81~, lLVIC'k3 ,  
tv COUNTRY L)ISTMCI'S, ~h S U L ~ P I ~ I )  I:Y TILN IJsim5. 
( 1 )  Srrvics between tzco Large I b r u ~ s .  
1)istanw. 1 48 miles. 
3 Milnes-I)aimlcr single dcck 20-passenger omnibuses, 2 in 
bcrvice, 1 sparc. 
s t o f .  
Leading driver . . . . .  at 2 0 0 per week. 
2 conductors. . . . . . . . . . .  . a t  0 18 0 per week. 
2 s. d. 
2 drivers . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . a t  0 18 0 per week. 
1 cleaner . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . a t  0 18 0 per week. 
5 trips in each direction per day. 
required. Yearly iiiileage, 3!>,8!)2. 
1Sxtrn trips wjtli spart. ( ' i i i  as 
I'euce. 
Wages, cost per mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.99 
Lubrication ...................... a 1 2  
Lighting and materials . . . . . . . . . . . .  *03 
Petrol (646. per gallon) . . . . . . . . . . .  * d 5  
2.4 ChassiH. 
2*70 1 $ 3  bodies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Maintenance, cars. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , tyres 1.60 
tioncry, iiianagement, garage) . . .  .Y3 
Miscellaneous (clothing, licenses, sta- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !Pi22 pciicc. 
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(2) 6- ( h r  ,Service in I; Sellside 'lbmi, witn Subsidiar!/ Services in to  
tlw Country, and S p e c i d  Trips during tAe Szcminer Months. 
Cars holding from 20 to 36 passengers. 
lhtuiice,  town service, 3 miles. 
Staff varies accordin< 0 to  seas011 
,, country service, 7 miles. 
Average leading driver at 3% 10s. 0rl. 
fitter at  .E.l 1 6 ~  Od. 
4 drivers at 21 10s. M. to 3 1  16s. O d .  
2 cleaners, +!I oonductors, aid traffic inspector. 
Mileage per J ear, 63,000. 
:-hourly service in town, 4 trips in each direction for co1i.rltr.y 
service. 
Cost per mile. 
Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Jigbting and materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l'etrol, at 6gd. ........................ 
Ih r i ca t ion  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mainteiiance, cars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tyres .................... 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 1  
-__ 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.57 
( 3 )  S e n i c e  P L C I L  ouev 15 iniles of naozo~tuinozcs w c t r l ,  oery J L P U ~ J ~  ill 
c5icimtwr, w r y  liyht iti winter. 
'I'wo 20-pasueuger cars in winter and three or four in suul~uer. 
Miloage per year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22,000 
Cost per 7nnilc. 
Wages . . . . . . . . . .  4.89 pence. 
Lubrication . . . . . .  .19 
Lighting . . . . . .  04 
Horsc hire.  
l 'etrol.. . . . . . . . . .  1-20 
Maintenance, cars. . 3.56 
,, tyres .. 2.0 
;"iliscoll;inoow . . . .  1.2 
Unusual j when roads get too bad for . . . . . . .  1 cars to run-snow, floods, etc. 
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Average for all services, 800,000 car miles, including the last 
three examples :-- 
Wages ...................... 
Lubrication .................. 
Materials .................... 
Horse hire .................. 
Petrol, at Sad.. ............... 
Maintenance, cars ............ 
tyres ............ 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total. ....... 
9 )  
3.00 cost per car mile. 
-21 
-08 
9 2  
*90 
2.50 
1.60 
1.00 
9.31 
- 
Depreciation is not shown, but can be added to taste. It,  
of course, depends to a large extent on the amount spent on 
maintenance. 
AVE~~AGE COST 017 BUNNING “HALLFORD” 4-TON V A N  I’EK \‘EEIf FBOM 
FIUIJRES BASED ON ACTUAL EXPERIENCX STJPPLIBL) BY TI113 MAmns. 
Miles pcr week with 3 to 4 ton loltds. 
Depreciation 011 chassis (4 20 per 
Driver .................... 
cent per annum. 
Petrol @ 9d. per gallon ...... 
Lubricating oil and grease . . 
Tyres .................... 
Repaire and renewals . . . . . . . .  
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Totals . . . . . . . .  
Cost per ton mile, for 4-tor 
I o R d s ,  in pence. 
400 miles. 
s. d. 
2 10 0 
1 10 0 
2 2 6  
4 6  
2 18 4 
1 0 0 
9 0  
:10 14 4 
1.6 
260 miles. 
E s. d. 
2 10 0 
1 1 0  0 
1 6 3  
3 6  
1 16 5 
1 0 0  
9 0 
__- 
$ 8  1 5  : 
2.1 
100 Iniletl. 
ic s. d. 
1 17 6 
1 10 0 
LO 6 
2 0 
14 7 
15 0 
9 0 
g5 18 7 
-__ 
3.55 
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ATERAGE COST OE RUKNING ‘ $  DENNIS ” MOTOR Vass PEE \ T T ~ ~ ~  FROX FIGURES COMPILED FROY 
ACTUAL EXPERIESCE SUPPLIE I 1  BY THE MAKERS. 
Load the van is designed to  carry 
Miles run per veck . .  ................ .... 
Petrol @ 8d. per gallon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cylinder Oil @ 1s. 8d. per gallon . . . . . . . .  
Depreciation @ 15% per annuni. . . . . . . . . .  
Repairs .............................. 
Tyres with 10,000 miles guarantee . . . . . .  
Insurance per week at $10 per annum. ... 
Interest on outlay per week@ 5% per annum 
Driver’s wages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cost per ton mile.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l5cwt. 
530 miles. 
2, s. d. 
1 2 2  
5 6% 
1 1 2  
7 8  
1 8 04 
7 3  
3 10 
1 10 0 
2 6  5 79 
-~ 
3.76 pence 
30 cwt. 
530 miles. 
$ s. d. 
1 12 0 
4 5  
1 8 0  
9 7  
2 I8 0 
9 4  
5 9$ 
1 10 0 
$8 17 I f  
-- 
2.68 pence 
a tons. 
530 miles. 
2, s. d. 
1 14 0 
4 5  
1 17 6 
13 6 
3 6 9  
12 6 
5 9  
1 10 0 
210 4 5 
-- 
2.31 pence 
3 tons. 
330 miles. 
s. d. 
1 4 2  
3 02 
2 0 4  
17 3 
2 19 43 
13 6 
5 9  
1 10 0 
X9 13 5 t  
-- 
2.34 pence 
4 tons. 
330 miles. 
$ s. d. $ 1 1 5  1 
m 
5 6  5 
2 
m 
^d 
0 
4 1 1  8 $ 
19 2 5 
z 
14 7 
5 9  
3 
5 
1 1 1 0  0 ? 
c12 5 4 
2.23 pence ~ 
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Driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
J.’etrol :it I0d. per gall. . .  
Grease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lubricating oil a t  9 s .  (id. 
Washing :ind clenning . , 
per g z H .  
Repi i -8  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I)epreciation a t  20 percent. 
Interest on capital at, 46 
Insumncr . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Onrnge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
per cent,. 
Tyres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3-ton Vaiis. 
R s .  d. 
1 15 0 
2 5 10 
2 6  
6 0  
0 0 
1 5 0 
2 0 0  
12 0 
10 0 
10 0 
2 15 0 
X I 2  7 4 
- ~ -  
330 
9 rl. 
5-tou Lorry. 
G ,s. d. 
1 15 0 
2 10 10 
2 6  
6 0  
G O  
1 10 0 
2 10 0 
13 10 
10 0 
10 0 
: 8 9 
214 1 11 
- 
275 
1 s .  
. t m  Lorry.* 
L \. f l .  
1 8 0 
2 19 6 
2 7  
8 0 
I 2 
:1 8 
2 10 0 
1:: 1 0  
10 0 
5 0  
3 1 5  0 
;El2 19 9 
-- 
- 
300 
1 0. I r l .  
THE INCORPORATED INSTIT~J'l?IO~ OF AUTOMOBILE ENOIWEERB. 
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BDDENDUM TO T H E  APPENDIX TO MR. BROWNE'S 
PAPER .* 
The following Table shews the full costs of a motor-bus service 
in au English provincial district, where there is a very slight traffic 
in the minter and a big volume of traffic in the height of summer. 
One winter the service was reduced to only one car, but other 
winters the service has varied from three to five cars-the summer 
service involving the full number of cars shown. 
It will be noticed that the msintenance of chassis was exceedingly 
high in 1907, but that was due to a very ill-advised expenditure 
during the winter of 1906-7, without proper supervision, so that a 
large sum was frittered away without result. 
Again, it will be noticed that R big sum was paid for hire of 
extra chassis in 1908; esperience afterwards proved that the 
receipts did not justify the liirc of these extra cam. The terms of 
the hire se re  such that the hirer had to pay all the working costs, 
and therefore the sum paid for hiye only takes the place of the 
depreciation, interest on capital, and such fixed charges as would 
have been incurred had the hirer bought new chassis. The item of 
hire '' is therefore a fixed charge and not a working cost. 
All the cars oKned by the company are Milnes-Dainilers, but the 
hired cars were of other makes. I f  the two items of excessive 
maintenance in 1907, and hire in 1908, arc eliminated it will be 
seen that the total costs average very nearly llid. per car mile. 
Referring to the figure supplied by the users of Milnes-Daimler 
motor omnibuses shenn in the Appendix, pp. 208-210, it will be 
noticed that the averaKe of all these services shows figrircs not 
differing very nidely in total results from thp above--if a further 
Zd. is added for garage and depreciation. 
The difficulty in comparing figures given by differaht users and 
different makers is mainly due to the fact that no standard 
classification is adopted ; and since no two firms keep their books 
in such a way that the results can be accurately compared, there 
must alnajs be a certain amount of adjustment owing to the 
accident of different classification. 
' Contrihnted hy Mr. Doiiglns Mackenzie, 
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Working Cost Tcr Car-Mile. 
Traffic Wage6 (Drivers, Conductors, Cleaners) ...... 
Petrol and Lubricants ........................... 
Other Traffic Expenses ............................ 
Motor Omnihus Servwe worked in a n  English pror&acial district by 
Milnes-Duirnler omnibussa under the conditions set for th  on page 313. 
Pence per Car-Mile. 
1'80 I 1'86 1 2'20 2'14 
I 0'44 
i 'S4 &26 2.06 1'91 
[ 1906 1 1907 I 1908 1 1909 
Tyrns ......................................... 
~ P3 1 1.77 Maintenance of Chassis (including Fitter's 2'16Maintenance of Bodies ................................ 
Tolls ..................................................... 0 2 8  0'36 0'32 
Total Mileage ........................................... 187,236 120,126 189,846 78,021 
Number of Cars .............................. 1 10 1 12 23 1 14 
Average Annual Mileage per Car ........................ 18,724 10,010 6,067 6,573 
1'42 
{ A::: 
0 4 6  
Total Working Costs .......... 
Fimd Charges ye? Oar-Mile. 
Insurance, Licences and Taxex ......................... 
Garaging ......................................... 
Advertising. including Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Management and Office Exponaes . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hire of extra Chassis at time of peak load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Depreciation ................................................. 
Total Fixed Charges ............ 
Total Costs per Car-Mile ............................. 
__ 
7'98 10'79 8 5 1  8'13 
--_I-- 
. ~~ 
I 
0.32 i 0'64 0'68 0'5s 
0'62 1 0'83 0 47 1'17 
0'11 0'23 0'31 0'66 
0'13 0'19 0'17 0 4 3  
2'14 1'76 2'20 0'43 
0'53 2'01 ... 
9'32 4'18 8'90 9'27 
--r-.--i 
11'30 14'97 14'41 11.40 
_.___ ____ 
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THE DISCUSSION 
The President (Dr. €1. 8. HELE-QHAW): One of- the evidences of 
the great interest which this Paper has created is the number oi 
speakers who wish to take part in the discussion which 1 vill 
at once ask Mr. Coventry to open Mr. Coventry is respon- 
sible for  one of the inost extensive services of motor vehicles 
in the world, viz., that of the Great Westein Company, and what 
hc hai to  say will be of the greatest interest. 
MY F C. A. COVENTRY. I should like to thank Mr. Urowne 
1 o r  his most interesting paper. The subject is breaking some\+ hat 
tien’ ground for this Institution, and I am sure it is one on which 
we shall spend a great deal of timc in tho future No doubt 
we shall see enormous developments in the next fcm years 
In regard to operating comrnercial motoi s, the two things Lliat 
iiiubt bc kept before one’b iiiiiid the whole tirue arc, the costs per 
rnilc a i d  the receipts per mile or the profib per mile, everything 
lias to be considered from this point of view. 
The inost difficult cost to  estiiriatc and i o  keep down is oar 
m:~intenaiice T think, as a general figure, 2d.  per mile rnay be 
taken for a three-ton vehiclc This figure can be divided into iwo 
parts: 50 per cent. as wasted, and 50 per cent. as natural cxpeiidi- 
tiire. The wasted expenditure is due to bad design, bad 
iiiaterial, and most of all l o  bad driving The most expensivc p 
: h u t  f h e  car 1 should personally put down a h  engine caatiugs, 
5uch as cylinders and crank cases This will be rather a surpriae 
to hhe private car people, who practically never sce a brolccn 
(,rank case Broken crank c a m  arc usirallv clue to the eirgiiic. 
riot being designed on a proper three point surpensiori, ;Lnd to t h e  
eiiorrrious racking strain5 which a x  set up by solid tyros on t or1g,11 
roads. If proper suspension is put in, this difficulty is at onre 
got over. Cylindens crack a t  the valve seats arid the water jaclrcli 
The3 also wear rapidly, and arc therefore very expcnqive l o  
maintain. We are getting over the wear by ail efficient system 
of lubrication, not depending upon splash. Next to the 
engine parts are the many pin joints distribiitetl about thc 
HROWNE. P 
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oliassis Many, designers seem tct put 111 a h  inan) of lliose a h  
possi!.de, arid every pin joiut is a perpetual cxpoii~,e. it ticeti~~ 
l o  be p~~ovidetl with quite a large iliinuity to keep it i r i  repair. 
‘I’lie ’~vcar OJI joints that have no appareirh iitoveiuent i \  quite 
aatonisliing, cspccially i f  they, get the grit of  ~ h o  road into tlieiii. 
I n  some joints which s ~ o m  to have no movement at all I have 
seen $ in. pins worn down to in. thick in quite a short space of 
lime. 
Clutch gear repairs are quite unnecessarily, expensive, due to 
couiplications in design whicli are not required, and wlirch oaii 
all be got over. With regard to the clutch itself, p,orsoiiall~ 1 
believe in the leather clutch and not in  one of the metal to irietal 
clutchox, the maintenance cost of which is high. The lcatlier 
clutch bliould have a chrome leather lining, or a conij)ositioii 
lining, both of which are satisfactory; ordinary leather is usually 
expensive to maintain. The gear box, if properly designed, gives 
rise to vory little expense. This inay be ratliei. a surpiise t,o 
thoso used to private car work, and to the general r u n  of iiigcriious 
iriventora, who are illways trying to  design something to (lo away 
with the gear box. A carefully drivon gear box can do 30,000 
milch on ordinary roads, arid iiotliiiig sEiould be reyuirctl except 
clcaniiig Tlie cardari shaft is uiiiiecosharily expensivc, ii\iially 
duo to tiic eiigine and differential beiiig horizoiltal, aiitl 1 Iic I iiic 
of the cardan shafl recpiriiig to have a double ltinh i i i  it, which 
is quite unnecessavy. 
p u t  iheiri iii Sine, anti thew have iiiadc a great iiuprovciiicnt ‘Chc 
final drive should be allything bnl chaina, the cosi ol’ which i b  
quite i)rohibi(ive. l’crsonally, 1 s r i i   itlie lie^ i r i  favorir ol  ttic Milnoa 
Uaiiiilci drive;- 1 lia\ e had good eapci iciic(> oE 1 be late? i 
{,he g w r  ia ciiclOs~d, mid find that iL \ v S l ~ ( ~ l  gear-ring iiiade of 
(’as1 iroit, aiitl costing 14s., will  ruii at least 25,000 mrle i .  Tlic 
earlier cai’s with wooden nheols made, oC course, a p e a t  deal ot 
noise. 
MT. H~owiie riicntioncd paraffin as 
having the advantage of being cheaper than petrol. Pcrsonally, 
1 fiiid ii, iriore rxpeiisive I can buy petrol cheaper than parsffin. 
Ycople talk about  paraffiii being 3ad per galloii, hiit I have 
iw\ier beeii ablo to get it at that price The private individual 
may, perhaps, be able to obtain it at that price in small quantities 
for exporiments, but when purchased in large quantities the price 
goo~ up enormously. Carburettors are usually very badly de- 
We liavc niadc wine alterntioiis I 
The next cost is petrol. 
THE INCORPORATED INSTIT~J'l?IO~ OF AUTOMOBILE ENOIWEERB. 
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signed for coiiiinercial vehicles; very few of Ihe standard car- 
burettors on the market are of the least use The great Idea 
imlongsi privale owners I S  to  get a Bexible engine, but this, 
il’ obtaiired at the cost of petrol economy,” is not, \vhiLi i5 cvarited 
o i t  :L coniiiicicial vehicle. A h x i b l e  erigine iiitLy enable tho 
tirivc.i. to struggle i t p  liills with a heavy load OLI top s p e d ,  bllt 
1111s j b  iiot desirable With tegard l o  oil and lubricatiou, greai 
iiiiprovenients can be made in thjy matter. i’crsonally, I think 
them is only one system for comiiiercial cam. That is the ,3ysleru 
where troughs are fitted in the crank chamber under each 
cylinder, and a scoop on the end of each connecting rod, with 
a pump to keep the oil at a constant level i r i  the troughs. You 
can ge l  astonishing results with this system Engines with tlre 
ordinary forced lubrication wbich have only beon capable of doing 
40 miles per gallon of lubricating oil, would do over 320 with 
the trough system. That is an enorniwh qaving when you liavc 
u large lleei, to provide for. 
Tyres are the one really satiafactony thing oil c~ornrnercial 
i i i o l  ors ‘I’hey have beer1 itliproved coiistaiitly all the time com- 
rnercial veliicles have been running. Whereah seven years ago 
the cheapest running we could get was 4 i d .  to 5d. per mile for 
tyres, w(’ m r t  now get that figure dowii as Ion- as I@. 111 5pociaI 
caws or Ikd fo 1 i d  average. In a few years’ tinlo we shall 
liiive i,yres down to Id. per mile, especially if the price of rrrbbei* 
pe , s  down a little. 
w i t h  rcyard to \\ages, if I S  very difficult at present to ge t  
aatjstactorg iiicii l’tic best \my to train t,heni is to start then] as 
twndrictors at aboul the age at’ sevenkeii, aid Ict tkieni travel 
constantly 0 1 1  lh cars for  sou^ ge:iri They ih,m get t,he 8i)irit ot‘ 
1hc whole fhing iiiio them, a n d  set’ the driver rti work .  ThPii, 
after they have hat1 abo111 I w o  years’ rlcaiiinq anti i n  the repair 
shops, they become really hatisractory inen: anti a good tlrivclr 
means an enormous Yaving in cwsi,. 
It 
(Ic~)ciids c?ritircl,y 011 what your inaintenuiice ligurc is With ii 
liti lo ilianip illation of vour maintenance air d tle preciati oii fi giuw 
you call retlnce the I’orirwr to  anything you Iilw. It really should 
be given on a mileage bask rather than oil a yearly bash, :~nd  1 
put Iho mileage hasis ai, roughly, 200,000. About that time the 
Franie may begin to get crystalline, and be no longer able to diand 
up fo its work. Porsonally, luy loiigerl experience is C{evmi years. 
1’ 2 
Tt is very dimcult to put an exart figure 011 tieprociation 
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At that age they run better than when new, though I do not 
say that there is very much of the old vehicle left. In mileage, 
about 100,000 miles is our average; after that distance the vehicle 
does not show any signs of being worn out. I n  parcel vans, 
I belieke a small van will be the type most used. I expect to set’ 
in vorq large quantities in the future, a iypo oi’ van carrying 
15 owt. as the maximum and weighing something under a ton, 
1 unning on solid tyros. The cost of pneumatic lyres nlonc. would 
be nioic than the wliole maintenance cost should be. ‘Chon I 
cxpect lo bec a sinaller vehicle still, to carry 6 cwt or 50, and 
having ihrec wheels o i  the tri-car type A few of these have 
bccn niade, fitted with a small single-cylinder air-cooled cnginc 
Thoy can be m n  at  an extremely low cost, and should beconie 
very popular. 
Reliability IS perhaps as important as running cort, d~ lliis 
afrectB lsotli the profit per inile and tho cost per inile 
The following list, taken over a lengthy period, gires qoiiie idea 
of what the more common causes of failure arc: - -  
Pclrol or pressure pipes broken or cholted ......... 
electrical design) .......................................... 
Magneto (due to poor mechanical rather than i,o 
Sparking plugs ... 
Carburettor ........ 
(3utch and clutch gcar ......... 
Bi g-ends ............ 
Differential shafts and castings ......................... 
W-ater pump and p 
81 oering ...................................................... 
Engine gear ................................................... 
Springs ......................................................... 
Frost ............................................................ 
Cardan shaft .............................. 
Governor ....................................................... 
Cylinders ...................................................... 
Crankshaft .................................................... 
Differential gear ............................................. 
Camshafts ................................................. 
Tyres .................................................... .!. .... 
G-ear box, gear ............... ............................. 
Gear box, shafts, and castings ........................... 
228 
2 : 
1.5 
1 3 
13 
12 
3 0  
9 
8 
7 
7 
7 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
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Mr. UHAS. WHEELXR: I think Mr. Browne's paper creates ,a 
record iii respect of the number of debatable points he raises, 
dnd in that respect alone i t  is worthy of reriiarlr. The 
subject under discussion this evening is an extremely wide one, 
atlid with the limited tinie available I find it necessary to confine 
myself bo considering the paper either from an engineering poiiit 
of view or from the position of a general manager. It will bc 
impossible to do both. There are several speakem here who are 
goiiig to take up the mechanical side, so I propose to  handle i t  
from the ecorioinical OT general manager's aspect. Mr. I3rowne 
at the beginning of the paper calls attention to the fact that 
design and running costs are intimately connected, and instances 
the case of the adoption of a new system of lubrication as the 
dokrrnining factor in turning a loss into a gain on a particular 
public iiiotor bervice I desire to emphasize this point most 
5trongly I t  is most important to provide a complete system of 
vesting i n  aiiy rervice of motor vehicles, whether consisting of 
one or one hundred vehicles. The arguments advanced in sizpport 
of the establishment of a costing system in any organisation apply 
in this instance. I venture to submit that the necessity is wen 
greater in connection with motor service vehicler than with other 
ltiiids of businesses that might be mentioned, for  it is to be remeni- 
bci,ed that this industry is so very young and the factors are so 
complicated and variable that we have no reliable constants. I t  
IS possible that there is someone present who may be contem- 
Illating a trial of motor vehicles, and who may be scared [ L t  the 
prospect of establishing a coiriplete system of costing for one or 
tmo vehicles. To any such I would point out that a very simple 
hystem can be devised by means of the card index, and this system 
wi l l  not involve more than a few minutes' work per day on the p r t  
of a clerk. In  return for this little trouble it will show the com- 
iriercial head or responsible engineer exactly how matters stand. 
A s  there may be some danger in pursuing this phase of the subject 
b j  getting beyond the scope of the paper, I express my willing- 
ness to  help anyone in this direction. 
On page 169 MT. Urowne states that the yuestroii of first cost has 
a largo bearing on that of running C O S ~ .  True, but there is another 
I'actoi- of equal i f  not greater importance than that of initial out- 
lay. I refer, as Mr. Coventsy has also done, to the driver. 
1 an1 aware' that there are two schools of thought on this 
question, and they are diametrically opposed to each other 
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‘Pherc! is one h a t  favours the driver pure aiid simple-- 
what 1 irieari is a driver only-and the otlror the “driver- 
iiiechanic.” I submit it is iiiost desirable for anyone conrriiencing 
a motor vehicle service in a small way to  have well-trained and 
thoroughly elficic,nt drivers arid to pay theiii good wages Wheli 
iiieii uridorstaiid (,tiat Ihoir luture arid a possible career tlopeiid oil 
their own oilicic.iicy, good results aud economical worlciiig will 
Mr. Bra\\ J W  tcrlls us thal the delails he has given iii the Ap,~ort- 
dix bo his papei are supplied by users and uiakeirs, and that he 
iiiay conseyuerii ly hold that he is no& wholly responsible for  tlieiri, 
bu t  as he ha5 put theiii at the end of his paper, he has, tiivre or  
loss, chape~onetl theiii, aiid 1 inteiid to  say soiiiel hing about  Iherri 
1 lis lirst, obscrv:rt,ion is o n  the London Geueral Omnibus Uo 1 a m  
iiot a shaidioltlcr iri that company, neitlici, have I examined the 
balance-sheet ~ lose ly  Ab Mr. Browrie points out that they show 
a coiisrdewblc profit on the runniiig of motor oiniiibuses It ha,\ 
oceurred l,o iiie to ask hiin whether iny merliory serves rne corrc.ot,ly 
when I saj that there i s  a little itern which ought to have ap- 
peared, but wli~cli I did not see riientioned, viz., depreciatiou. 0 1 1  
page 206 \te have s~i i ie  Tunning charges set out at the bottom, lout 
these are Jiot sufiicieiitly coriiplct,e fo satisfy the inquirer, for 1 
lind no chrirgc. is niade Cor garage, and apparently the hrin oa~r 
get their ruoney witliout paying interest for it, aud further, fherc 
is nothing down for rnaiiageiiteiit charges These are important 
Iminls. 
per niilc givcsii RS repreieiiting the c:harge\ set, out j u \ t  before I 
should like tjo h o w  how we should cwiiipare that with a horsed mi’- 
vice and whet.liw the  ex f~ertaes of managetrient are who1 ly  born(. 
tho l)or.ietl swvice a id  do not come into thin part Of course, i f  
the  iiiotot vehide service is running in coi1,junction ivith the horsed 
wrvice. f he cixpenses oh iiiaiiageriteiit should be (wruiion i o  both, 
and in coiiiixwing the motor vehicle part of tho bitsineis with tho 
horsc. par1 lhey might he omitted On page 208 I find we havr a 
iiiotor oi i i  iii 1~1s service in which, again, rio depreciatiou is 1,aIren 
in to  aocoii i i i  , and no iitterest 011 capital The sainc remark apglies 
 SO l o  pngct 809, and we have no garage charges. Again, on the 
samo p q e ,  cve have no irrariageinent charges, trothirig for garage, 
~iothing lor tielmciation, and nothing i’or interest. The item 
“ Miscrllaztroiir ” xcconnfs for one nnd oiic-fifth of a. p e n n ~  p p r  
iiiile, bi11 I do riot know w h e t l m  this is iiikiitieti to  clover ntallage- 
follow. 
0 1 1  l h c  bottoiii of page 206 we f i d  tho suin of d4;d 
THE INCORPORATED INSTIT~J'l?IO~ OF AUTOMOBILE ENOIWEERB. 
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ment. 1 bee that in a note on page 210 Mr. Browne states that 
dept~eciai5ion is not shown, as this citn be added to taste; but 
we still have garage and capital involved on which interesl 
is payable. On page 211 there is no charge put down lor garage, 
;~i id  thi:, vehicle apparently ruiis without any grease nhatcver. 0 1 1  
page 210 rre have 20 per cent. depreciation on the (;hassis, hiit no 
inelition of depreciation on the body I pesuiiic that is all 111 
order? The body is probably kept in an efficient state under rt- 
pairs and ~renewalb. Here, again, tht! vehicle i b  not housed, a4 
there is nothing dowii tor garage, and no interest on capital. On 
page 212 1 an1 rather disappointed to be0 that 1 have nothing l o  
[ind fault with; the whole thing seems to nio to be quite complete. 
I should like t,o iiialw brief observatioiis on tyres and on body 
design. In regard LO the subject of tyres. Mr. Krowne, on page 18'7 
cdls attention to the omiseion of the tyre inaiiulacturers in their 
lists to niontion speed, although weigh1 is inentioned 1 feel 
plcascd to we thal Mr. Brownu has called attention to this. 111 
regard to solid tyres, for example, a speed limit is as important 
as a weight limit, and i t  behoves manufacturers to  look into the 
(~uestion I am sorry to sec that very little real progress has 
been mado in the directioii of shortening the chassis. Some 
h c .  years since, in discussiiig a pa1m road at fkn ingham 
111 C O I I  iicctioii with the Cyclo and Automobilc Ihginecrs' 
Lnstituto, t called the attention of designers 01 commercial 
vehicles to the great hpace wastad on or over the bonnet, 
:md the coilsequent reduction of the floor space available 
Eor goods ou  a given ~ l ~ e e l  h s e  In following up that 
itlca. a nieiiiber wlioiu I aiii pleased to 5eo here this evening wrote 
a number of articles in the technical press, but- I do not think we 
Itave seeti a\ n~uc~li progress in that direction ar we should like. 
M r  Hrowrie, in refe.rring to the location of  the driver over the 
tiioior, said it giver the vehicle an ungainly appearance, and at 
ilia sanie iiitic reiitlers the motor somewhat inaccessible The 
latter ohject,ion i s  one of degree only, diilst, as regard.; the forniei, 
wliat is ungainly to-day is ordinary to-mor row and beautiful the 
ircxt day. 
The Pamrimwr: As you have kindly o h r e d  to give any assist- 
rince iti  rwpard to ihe card system of costing, rriay T ask i f  you 
nil1 be good enough l o  give us as a contrihuliori in writing a short 
description or the hysteiii which you suggcik? I t  mould he valu- 
able for all t,he inenihers. 
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Mr. W m m r m :  I shall be very pleased to do so.* 
The PnEsimm: 1 will now ask Mr. Simption, of Manchester, 
to address us. Mr. Simpson has been one of the pioneers of the 
motor industry in this country, and has done a good deal to keep 
it to the front as compared with other countries, and, no doubt, 
what he can tell us will be of very great value. 
Mr. I). I r l .  SIMPSON: The first point that strikes me is the 
question of frame design. 1: consider that any auxiliary support 
or stiffening to the main frame is radically wrong. What is 
required i n  a road vehicle is stiffness, not rigidity. Any tie 
bars and struts underneath the main longitudinal channel can 
only assist the latter when the vehicle is stationary, and the 
structure can be treated as a bridge. With the continual varia- 
lions introduced by road inequalities, or if the load be all at the 
back of thti platform and the clutoh be let in to start, pre€er- 
ably on a gradient, the stress on the tie bars is negative. 
The continual change from zero to maximum stress in the tie 
bars results in their elongation, with the result that the main 
frame has to bear the whole load, which i t  is incapable of doing 
The question of the relative merits of pressed steel or rolled 
channel iron for frames of commercial vehicles is largely decided 
by the cost of production; with a standardised design and a large 
ointput, the former will prove better, as in pleasure car praotice. 
In  regard to road wheel bearings, I find satisfactory results 
from the combination of plain journals, or bushes of bronze or 
white metal, combined with ball thrust bearings to take the side 
load. The end thrust on a heavily loaded road wheel bearing 
require6 careful consideration, or rapid wear will result, and this 
will have a serious eiyect on the adjacent parts. Pin joints and 
links, to  which Mr. Coventry referred, are a moqt serious item 
in maintenance. The greatest attention must be paid by careful 
design and consideration of the general arrangement of thc 
various portions of the chassis to  the elimination of superfluous 
joints and pins, particularly small ones. Where a moverncnt 
either of 1,000 revolutions per minute or an oscillation of a few 
degrees at, occasional intervals can take place, i t  is of vital im- 
portance tltat the wear should be confined to one portion of the 
joint, preferably, as in the former cme, to the bush. To 
ensure this result, it is necessary to  provide ample support 
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by quality or quantity of surface for the stationary pin in, say, 
a spring shackle, and to so fix the pin that i t  cannot move, ihen, 
by bushing the spring eye with a softer material than the piii, 
the wear will be confined to one easily replaoed part. The re- 
duction in cost of upkeep of this type of joint, where repair is 
by replacement, as compared with the old-fashioned plan 01 
rcamering out the worn hole and fitting a larger pin, can only bc 
appreciated after comparative trial. 
Then as to the que5tion of first cost and its relation to de- 
signing. The wliole aim of debigning a commercial vehicle ir to 
enable it to earn or to save money for the user, and that can bc 
done to the greatest extent by decreasing the mairiteiiaiicc cost 
The mccesS of the cornmercial vehicle is wholly dependent on tlrc 
iiiainteiiance charge, arid the questioii of cost of running is abso- 
liitely vital to the popularity of the machine. The whole repiita- 
lion of the conimercial vehicle depends upon the average pnr- 
chaser being able to refer to somebody else who can show thc 
adual costs of satisfactory performances. At present, however, 
tlrese figures show the cost of repair.: as being very niuch too 
high; they amoupt to nearly 20 per cent. of the first cost for 
the annual cost of making good wear and tear. On the face of it 
tliat loolrs outrageous, and the sooner the attention of engineers 
ii paid to  that point the bottcr i t  will be for tho rnovomeiit 
So  far, there are three different forins of user. There is thc 
niultiplci private user of commercial vehicles, who is n person 
u h o  caii regulate his loads himself and is not dependent iqori 
n eecond or third party for insking up his load Such iisers 
liavc) facilities for getting the most efficient work out of their vehi- 
tles. Next conies the singlc or srnrtller private uier; flieli \I(’ t m w  
to a large field which has been hardly toriched as yet--thc con- 
tractor of common mrrior. IJntil the contractor or carrier (’an 
niakc money by the use of motor vehicles our field i s  very limited, 
and it is only by the reduction of the running cost that this result 
can be obtained 
I niaj be rather labouring this point, but I consider it a moat 
vital one for the simes.: of the commercial vehicle 
There is no reahon why the motor propelled vehicle should not 
be able to displace tho horsed vehicle to a very much greater 
degree and at  a more rapid rate than it is doing a t  present 
Mr Cr I T  RAJLIAE Tn all his early cars Mr Browne used ex- 
clusively a horizontal motor, and I was rather surprised not to find 
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CL single niention of this in his paper, especially as he shows a 
strong leaning towards the two-cylinder vertical motor. ‘Po my 
mind t,hc two-cylinder vertical riiotor is tlcvoid of all incrif Onc 
l iah  d l i e r  to put  the cranks together, in which case the pa& a r t  
oub of balancc-I believe no motors a m  made that way now 01’ 
one h a b  to have a galloping engine That means, in addition LO 
the irrtigular turning moment, an uneven suck upon tlie car- 
humf tor. I think, myself, that f he irregular turning I i l O I l i ~ K l 1  
rccluirec it stronger transmission, arid that it loads to iiioro wei~r  
:id lmrr than does the even toryuo of a four-cylintlcr iriotoi~ 
witli correspondingly smaller cylinders. I n  horizontal niot orb 
with tno c7yljnder.s opposed, one gets an engine 111 nhtch tho 
turiiiiig nioriicnt is uniform and tho rcciprocatirig parts are por- 
I \  I)alanccd ---indeed, inore pc,rfec.lly than in a lour-cylintlrr 
ical motor, whilc as a rnatter of fact the former run5 prac- 
tically <ts smoothly as the latter. The type is rotniiioii enough 
i n  Aiwrim, but  it  has never bceii ~ornnion in Englsiid, tho Nex 
f i h p n o  Co. being tlie only firm that has ured it coiistanllj I 
think the reasons why it has not beon used for private ( w s  arc 
obviou5 I f  tho cylinder is lengthwise of’ the cha, 
i s  111 i m  macccsdle place, and there arc ckiitinh all over ihc chnwii 
If if IS arross the chassis in front the bonnet hm to b~ 40 hitleou5 
thal no one mould buy the car In  the coim~ic~cial vchtrlc, l io \ t  - 
oveI. tho caw is different, for, as Mr Browne says, 110 one b l i p  
a triotor. \.an on an asthetic basis; and 1 hhould t)c glad i f  M r  
Brot$rw ~ ~ i ~ l d .  te l us what he thiiikh sbouf the use ot horixorital 
iiiolors f o ~  vans. One advantage it would have i h ,  that it \ v ~ u l d  
bc Ycn convenient to put the driver above it With regard l o  
fhe poiition of the driver, thcro is onc iiof riieiitiolilvl by Mi  
Brown(.. whirh would become possible i f  Mr Lanchtwter pie- 
tlureti :L romrricic~ial motor vehicle. It would look mcll to h t v c  
the dri\*er astraddle of the engine. Referring to the four-cylinder 
1noto.r. Mr Browne rather advocates a bearing at  each end oiilj? 
I c~aiiiiof agrec with him at all thew That has been tried, and 
I h i ~ o ~  iu certain cases if has ended i n  conipletc failurt., arid I 
bcLicv> It has generally bcen abandoned I believe it is imprac- 
ticablc to make a shaft big enough to he stiff enough, and as ~ 0 1 1  
as CL shaft bends at  all in the middlc the big ends hcgiri to give 
troublt, and continual bending backwards and forwards soon loads 
to (lie i‘racture of the shaft Mr. Rro>\ne rcfcrs later to  ihci filfiiig 
of tlic \haft with ball beariugs at  each end iusteatl of plain hear- 
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ings, but that would be worse still unless there were two rows of 
ball bearings to each bearing. The shaft can be regarded as a 
girder, and with plain bearinp it is encastxk, while with ball 
bearings it is merely supported and is far more likely to bend. 
Mr. Browrie referred to Tirnken roller bearings. I have found 
them extremely satisfactory, but I cannot agree that they are 
mitable for taking end thrust. The angle is so small, being in 
fact a jamming angle, that they ought not to be allowed to take 
more thrust than ball bearings. 
Mr. Browne seems to be against forced lubrication, because of 
the possibilities of getting the oil-ways obstructed. I do not agree 
with him in this idea. *Forced lubrication should have such a 
pressure on the oil that there is no possibility of having the oil- 
ways obstructed. No doubt this has occurred, but it is not zt fault 
in the system, but a fault in the way it is carried out, through not 
providing enough pressure under all conditions. Mr. Coventry 
spoke very strongly against the splash system, but he afterwards 
said that a particular kind of splash system was the best. I 
take i t  that what he means is that the splash system is horrible 
unless there is some practically automatic means of keeping the 
splash level constant. Then it is as good a sygtem as the forced 
lubrication system, i f  not better. I should like to ask Mr. Browne 
if he really does make his own valves wikh a mtio of 3'2 of cylinder 
area to valve area. In a 4 in. cylinder this would mean a 
valve diameter of 2: in., which is an extremely big valve; 2 in. 
is regarded as a fair size for a 5 in. engine. It is creditable to 
Mr. Browne to have got such large valves to work well. Diffi- 
culties in regard to driving the fan rigidly, or by means of a 
more rigid drive than a belt, have been mentioned. That has been 
overcome quite successfully by putting a friction drive on the 
fan, kept up to its work by a spring. I should very 
much like to hear what vehicles there are in use carrying 5 ton 
loads which have ball bearings on the road wheels, and which 
are fitted with solid tyres, and what results have been 
obtained from them. At the present time I hardly know of any 
heavy vehicles which use ball bearings on their back axles with 
solid kyres. 
Mr. ~ R O W N E :  The Commercial Cars. 
Mr. DOUGLAS MACKENZIE: I am glad to have had the oppor- 
Most of the gentlemen d o  tunity of being present to-night. 
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have contributed to the discussion have impressed on us the im- 
pr tance  of running costs as the one factor in the working of 
1 ietrol vehicles for coinmercial purposes; that is very true indeed. 
1 think you all know the definition which an American gave of 
an engineer. as a man who could do €or one dollar what any fool 
could do for two 111 this matter we have to do for one dollar 
nlial a horw generally does for two, but at the same time we 
niust remember that there is another factor in the ease, and that 
ia5 reliability. There are many niachines on  the market now, I 
air1 sorry tQ 8ay, in which reliability has been somewhat sacrsificetl 
1 0  the question of keeping down the running costs. One detail 
in which this has been done is the carburettor. We havc 
wonderful, fancy carburettors which will give such low fuel 
consumption as to make our nioulhs water, but we have no cnd of 
trouble with them on the road, so that the carburettor that en- 
ables us to " get there," even +t the cost of twice the petrol wc 
would otherwise consume, is the one we should choose. The same 
argument applies to several other details, but it is not necessary 
to specify them here. 
Coming to the question of the construction of petrol vans and 
lorrics, I think that as a rule designers have erred hitherto on 
the sidc of too much robustness--an expression which Mr. Browne 
lias used a good deal. I n  other words they ham Haid that for 
any particular detail to prove satisfactory in a private car is all 
\e rg  well, but you want it stronger in a conlinercia1 vehicle. 
Now there is no reason why it should be so. I f  a, gcar and 
Iransinission will transmit 30 H.P. in a private car i t  will 
d o  $he same in  a commercial vehicle. The one dimculty i5  
the enormous weight behind, and if that should come on an 
ordinary transmission with a '' hammer blow " it  will be a serious 
rna'tter. You can get over that difficulty, however, by insertilia 
an efficient spring drive, and the nearer that is fitted to lhe  road 
wheels the better. I€ you can. by means of a spring drire, prevent 
t he  weight telling too much on your gears and engine, you can 
keep down the weight of the vehicle to a very much lower figure 
than has been done hitherto. Some of the comtiiercial vehicle 
gear boxes which have been introduced, with gcw rings which 
arc little less than fly wheels, add enormously to tho runnirig 
costs of those vehicles. With regard to the actual figures, T shall 
be happy to send these up to the Institution for inclusioll 
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in the proceedings, with other running cosb which are included 
in the Appendix to  Mr. Browne’s paper.* 
With regard to maintenance 1 have been able to cut that figure 
down to under 2d. per mile; 2d. is always a round figure we carry 
in our minds as including maintenance of both chassis and bodies. 
1 have been able to get that, down to 1.7d., and as my vehicles are 
contemporaneous with Mr. Coventry’s- J believe I have the oldest 
Milme- Daimlor chassis running in this oountry--I think tho 
result is very satisfactory. 
Tliere is another point in the design aiid cotistructioir of 
a vehicle which greatly atfectr the itern of running cost, and 
which also very largely afk’ects the results, viz., the size of the 
wheels This matter has not been given proper consideration, 
though j l  has been advocated from this platform on more than 
one occasion. It has been urged on designers and manufacturer.; 
time after time, but the arguments which have been put forth 
have not produced niuch effect on designs In  his paper Mr 
Ihowne refers to the difficulty of increasing the diameter of the 
wheel above 40 inche5. I wish they would use 40-inch wheels. 
Wheri you see makers turning out 2-toii or 30-cwt. chassis with 
34-inch wheels, and sometimes with only %-inch wheels us st an- 
dard, you find the cost of tyres and every other maintenancc 
iigurc is enormously increased. The vibration due to small wheels 
on English roads is tremendous, whereas i f  you use large 
wheels you could keep down the maintenance costs arising I’roiii 
this vibration. 
Depreciation, repaim, tyrci, 
petrol, oil, and gream are entirely n question of mileage.” I 
atlniii, that the other thing8 are a question of mileage, but depre- 
ciation is not a question of mileage a t  all. The ordinary iden 
of depreciation which is iii the accountant’s mind is one which 
( ~ m i c h  under the head of maintenance when dealing with motor 
vclrirleh. Your- auditor tells you to put aside for  depreciaiion a 
cerh in percontage of the original cost of the rnachiiic i n  ques- 
tion He thinks of a workshop where you put down a Iafho 
and run if, say, twenty-five yeam, and then scrap it, and he like& l o  
write of l  a certain proportion each year. In  your commercial 
On page 208 the Author quoi~s,  
* See pp. 213, 214. 
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veliiclc~ you renew practically every part in the course of time, 
c!xcept perhaps the frame, a d  eve11 that non arid tlieii, y o  Lhai 
l h c s e  i t  en15 come under maintenance aiid no1 under cloprrciatioti 
Your tlepreciatiou is entirely a question of obsolewericu. I ou 
hale  only to provide against that critical liriie when it will pay 
you to scrap it as soniething hopclessly out of date. That is  the 
only dda i l  you have to provide for niirlor the head of‘ deprcciation 
It ma3 bc fairIy big but it is noi, so large afs some pcmplr think. 
It inus1 not bc confused with niainte~iance charges. 
\Villi regard to 1ak)ricalioii I endorse what Mr. Covcutry says, 
namely, that there is only one system which “ gots Illere,” and 
that is tho one he has described. 
There is one other point in regard to which I do no1 agrce with 
Mr I{riocvne, narnely his statement that a fan is riecessarj. 
1 l h i r i k  i f  you would only give reasonable dimensions to the 
radiator a fan would be quite uiinecessary. It, is a part which 
gives Iroirhlc, and l o  dispense with it would reduce the running 
cost. I hope nialcors of petrol vehicles will keep that in wind 
and try to eliminate the fan. 
1 have now the pleasant duty to propose a 
vuto of thanks to Mr. Bmwne. I conipliinont hini w r y  highly 
upin Ihe excellent contribution he has given us to the subject 
of conimsrcial motor  vehicles, a sub.jec1, which is at t ract ing a good 
deal of attention. It is gratifying to realise the nuniher of cars 
of British nmnufactme which arc being successfully iiwd for. 
heavy motor traffir. We hear so much nowadays in  doprcciation 
of ,om own doings that it is pleasant l o  remcniber ifhat this ih  a 
subjcct i u  which we bogan at the hcginniiig, cvhcri n o  were 
allowtd to by Government, and one i n  which we havo held a 
vci y siibstantial lead. I think the discussion lo-night has shown 
the. iriterest that is being taken in lhe  qneslion of the p r o p  
which the commercial motor veliic7le is nialririg. Mr. I3rownc. 
has given bo u s  an ideal paper; he has given us the actnxl resnlls 
of h i s  own e\-perieiice, though he has no1 confined his cxarnplr5 
l o  tiis own practice. His figures have been cribicised inasmirc~li 
a8 they i n  8ome instances leave out the i t e m  of garage, deprecia- 
iioii a n d  oilier niatters, but these criticisms have been l)ai*tlj 
answei-ed, and will doubtless be more fully dealt with in the rtrply 
t,o thc discussion, hut at any rate the figures wrre obtaincti hy 
’ i ’ h ~  ~ R E S I I ) R N ’ J ’ :  
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Mr Browne P r o i r i  original H O U E ~ H ,  and are fipires which wwo nol, 
i iv~ i labl~  heforo. We havo to thank him for that,, arid for idle 
Iroit1)lc 110 has taken in wing his porsoiial iiifiuencc to colloal 
1.hc inl'oniialiori tliat lio has laid b ~ f o r e  11s. 1 now ask yon 1,~) givo 
i l  h t r t y  voto or lhaiikx to Mr. Browiic lor his excellent papor. 
Mr. 13x0~~1':. 1 thaiilr you vory ruuch indeed for the cordial 
wa) in which p u  have reoeived my paper. I reserve my reply 
until the adjourned meeting. 
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THE ADJOURNED DISCUSSION 
Colonel CROMPTON: 1 regret that pressure of work has pre- 
vented me from giving sufficiently careful attention to the tables 
altached t o  Mr. Browne’s’ paper b enable me to disctiah the 
question of working cobts in an adequate manner. Most of you 
know that in my own paper read before the Institution of Civil 
Engineers three years ago I went very carefully into this questioii 
On page 168 Mr. Browne gives the adhesion co-efficient bctween 
tho railway wheel and its rail at 0‘25, and says that he has used 
the figuw of 0.4 for automobile work. I have devoted m u c h  
attention to this subject ever since I first worked with rubber 
tyres in 1868. Their high oo-efficient of adhesion was a great 
point then urged in their favour, and undoubtedly at  thai tiiric’ 
on dry roads, it was far in excess of the adhesion obtainable with 
iron tyrcs, but although this is still the case, the adhesion is 
yuitc low in wet and greasy weather ; moreover, i f  anyone 
adttcnipted to load the tyres so  that their tangential effort 
0 . 4  of tho insistent weight on the cvhcels, it would be found 
that the life Q €  these tyres would be exceedingly short,; they 
would be cut to pieces in a short time, so that Mr O’Gorinari’s 
figum, xhich is 0’6, is quite an impossible one; I presiiiiie his 
figure reiers t o  htudded tyres with perfectly new sf l ids At tlic 
end OC page 168 Mr. Browne describes a case where a car fi1,ted 
with nem steel-studded non-skid tyros had obtained sitfficierit 
,idhehion. when the brakes were applied, to Inrcd< the sleeve rarry- 
ing thc differential gear. Mr. Lanchester has already callctl 
our attention to the excessive strains that can bo put on iho 
parts of J vehicle by the retardation of the brakes, these h i r ig  
far i n  excess of any driving strains that can be applied by tlic 
engine, so that in this caqe I think the adhesion mast have becn 
far greater than normal. 
being prominent enough to interlock with portions oC thr ~ o a d  
metal so that the two surfaces were practically geared togpfhci 
Either the studs or the pieces of stone had to be sheared or soiiie 
part had to go; in this Case it happened to be the differential 
gwaring . 
I t  was really a case of the s 
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On page 170 Mr. Browne refers to pressed stool frames. I 
think it useful t o  call attention t o  a point which ought to be 
marc generally known, namely, how niuch strougcr and stiilcr 
si rniglii rollcd section lraines aro than any loriii oC prcsscd frame. 
This is or1 accouiit of tho bettor disposition of tho  metal in tho 
a~iglcs of the channel section. Although 1,hc prcrscd l'ramc has 
gloat advantages f o r  plcasure cam or for sinaller and lightcr coin- 
nrorcial vchicles, arid allows tho designcr to obtain thc support of 
his franic exactly a t  the places whero he most rcqiiircs it, this can 
also be done with rollcd stool channel sectioiis if the designe-r 
h:rs brains enough for the purpose, and tliere can be no doubt 
that tho rollcd stecl €rames are stiflcr and at tho same time 
cheaper The suggeshd arrangement of springs with the ends 
of thc lcaves spread apart  ns shown on page 173 is, I think, a 
mistake, and not lilrely to work well i n  practice. It docs away 
with the advantage we have always believed to be inhcreiil i n  
platc springs, namely, the friction, or mechanical hysteresis or 
damping action of tho sliding of the leaves on one anotlicr as 
tlicy arc bent. 
0 1 1  page 179 Mr. Browne mentions ball and rollcr bearings. 
N o  doubt we have much to hope for from the inlroduction of 
coiiical roller boarings, but thero is one point common to them and 
h(1 ball bearings which has not bcen generally noticed, thaf, is 
how absolutely necessary it is to choose the lubrication so as to  
picvcnt corrosion. Most of us now believe that thc real wear 
011 ball, and probably on rollor bearings, can be inadc almost 
infinitesiinal. Such wear as has beon obscricd, mhich is 
fri.qucntly considerable, is due to corrosion. Oncc the ballr or 
rollers are corrodcd, the corrocled surfaco grinds away rapidly. 
It j s  flirther lrno\.vn that this corrosion is due t o  vcry minute 
globules of water which find Ihcir way iiito thc gcar case or 
c~t.~nli  chambcr, as thc casc may be; thore they arc churned up 
with Ihc oil  am1 bcconic invisiblc, so that t,hc drivcr 1,hinlis that 
hi, gc3r cabe or  crarilr chnrnbcr contains nothiny buf good oil 
hi hricnnl, whcrcas i t  contains tliis sinall qnantity of wator iii 
c d  <:talc which ii ap~osroufly vcry a d  iv(1, choniically 
d rapidly coi-rodcs ihe hright stecl strvl,iccs boih of 
tho  balls or  rollors and o l  the races. It has rocairily boon sug- 
gwted l,hat the lncit way of proventing this, is l o  usc lard oil 
guarantctcd practically frco from olic acid. 
I do not nltogcther like the form o f  the I l ~ m i i s  horn bloclcs 
HROWLVH. 8 
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which axe illustrated in the papcr. Although I believe t h a t  horn 
blockb are the right thing t o  use, 1 feel sure that the ~ h i l n i i  foriii 
could br iniproved, as shown, the strains are coiiceiitral(.d on a 
c:ornj)aratively short length of the fraine instead of  beiiig talrwi 
soiiiv diC3tancc hack along the frame oil either side of tho I)rnc 
a5 is asiial i n  railway practice. I t  would be a grelat iiiiproi eiiicrii 
to the 1)ennis bracket if this were done. 
the latter niaterial is good in its way, i t  reducea noisc and 
vibriitioii but can only be used for wheels of very sniall diameter, 
iii f a d .  of i~ diameter less thait 1 personally should Iilrc. to see 
:Ldoptod for iriost classes of comrnercial vehicles. So long as 
wood is used, the weight of the wheels increases prelty nearlj 
i~ thc square of their diameters, but with steel wheels, by utilis- 
iiig the suspenbion principle the weight only increase., as tiit. 
diaiiicter 1 havo shady often prearhcd on this subject to this 
lnistitution. and shall continue to do so until 1 see nig \it:\vs 
falrc \oiiic e8ed 1 am aware that userr of coniniercial vehicles 
attach great importance to a low, straight-run loadin,rr-platforiii 
rucli as can be obtained with the present wheels of 40 i r i  
tliaiiic&r, but the loads that are carried on the,e diaint 
niaticr how wide the tyres may be, have already done grwt 
dairiag~ to the euisting roads, and i f  persisted i n  will always 
rentLri ihe cost of upkeep ,of the latter unnecessarily high, and 
($all f o i  greatly increased solidity in their foundations Tlii5 
eosl o f  upkeel) of the road inust be consitlorod by c ~ ) n i i i i c i c ~ i a l  
i iwr\ ,  i r i i t l  1 believe tlial, with a small ovpenclilirre oI' b r a i u h  a i i r l  
i i i o i r r j  oii  the desigri of vehiclei R O  as l o  got i n  whocil, ol I:irgo 
, tlio voliiclor woiiltl g a r i i  a\ inuch as the roads. rin(l t 1 1 ~  
niairiteireiico ol' the two taken as whole woiild kw (;roa~ly 
rctl i i (~d 
J slioitltl like lo  have f,ouchcd 011 tho l r a n s i r ~ i ~ s i ~ ~ i  qii(1stioii 
rcxI'cwec1 ( o  or1 page 187, hut, a$ we are proniieod u I ) Z L ~ Y  h j  
MI 11111 oii Cliaiii llrives, aiid I kiiow that Mr Hill h a ,  r( 
t l o n t ~  i i i i i ( ~ 1 1  iii ohkaiiiiiig high eflic*icncy ;tiid low cost, of i i i t ~ ~ i i -  
t e n i i n ( ~ ~  f r o i i i  h w h  tlrivei, 1 will r rye iiiy rcuiark, to1 h i \  
pu1w1 Mr .  13rowiio, however, malr a valuable roiiiarl, d ) o ~ f  
There is no doubt,  that side chaiir; I i a \  o 
c.ariiod :L bad reputatilon on acacount of the constanl supply ol' 
grift, matter thrown on to the inside and most vulnerable part 
of h i t i  hy the driving wheels. This Cali be provided against 
Mr Ibowne discusses the use of steel and wood for wli t  
1) of draiiis. 
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by piwper deflectors or shields. I do not agree with Mr. l3rowne 
aboii i the disadvantages of tho central chain. On tho contrary, 
1 think the central chain wears remarkably well, arid is rriuch 
cinsicr. to protect from mud and dust. 
I have already said that L ani unable to usefully criticise thc 
Cost Ligures, which, however, show a tendcncy to  bo lower thaii 
11110s~ furnished to me three years ago This is certainly the 
('itsc with petrol driven vehicles. I have paid a good dcal 
of atlention to this subject during the last few years, and I h ~ 1 .  11CVI'  
it ii now conmion knowledge that the cost o i  niaintmance of 
ilipsc vehicles of the %ton class has been reduced twopence or 
thrcclpence per mile, and this is in close agmerncnt with what 
Mr Coventry has said about his omnibuses used on country 
roadi I think this iniprovemcni is hopeful for the motor cab 
conipanics who, with the awful exainple of thc oinnibuses beforc 
t,heni. ought not to fall inlo the same errors, and T think there 
art' signs thal thcy do appreciate this, as their repairing arrange- 
rrrcnis arc vell thought out, are on a large scale, and should be 
Our prescnt motor cabs are well kept 
ul), ,Lnd arc such a conveuience to LondorL that i t  would 'be a 
tliouhand pities that they should not be run at  a sufiicient profit 
to allow the present good style of maintenance to he kept up. 
Thercl is a fear that, as thc numbers of theni increaso, this niay 
not hc the case. My own personal experience in cosls has been 
mow with stcam driven, than with pctrol driven whiclcq, and 
n i t h  nip own class 1 am airniiig a1 cutting down the cost pcr net 
ton-tirile to  l i d  Of coilme, these figurcs are not ncarly 
allproachcd yet, and in my opinion, Mr T3romne has choscn too 
fnvoiirablc figures bemusc iu soinc cares he has talrcn fill1 load.: 
boih ways, whereas it is not usual to  takc rnorc than half-load8 
holh ways ,  or full load ciic way, i l i e  vchiclc returning rmply  
Mi tq 1, MAILTTNRAU: T was unable t o  be prewnt at thc 
l n i t  iriccting, conscquently I havc tioi hcard the disci i rs ion which 
has irlroady ialccn placc; T havc, howcvcr, iiiade a fcw noter,  
1.1 iiici~):iIly on the rcniarks that Mr 13rowiic make, akiorit design 
On p a p  169 he says, " The score( of good design lics ill Grnplicity 
a i d  I(wnoss oE parts " I ful ly  ayrce wilh this, and think tlial 
thti 1)oiut which hc eniphasi/es that a part does not coil any- 
thing if it is not there-+ one which ought to  bc hornp in mind 
bj  d(1signcrs; it, is cvident that that which does not exist cannot 
bc a i r y  trouble to  look after So,iie li{flc lirnc ~ R O I C  1 illustrated 
122 
t low cost 
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th i s  idw by a curve for  assisting designers 01 motor vchi(3le~ 
‘I’,rkiiig two scales a t  right angles to each other, i m k e  the vertical 
s( i i k  represent efficiency, a i d  i he horizoiital scalc, ~~)i i~p~ical ior i  
\\ (1 ( ’an  lhcn obtaiii a curve something like the orto i ~ h o m u  I I I  
Fig. 25; if is ovidonl that we must not ntil 
point A ,  as in so doing fnrthei- complication and coil of uplteel) 
:II e added withoiii obtaining a corrcyonding b(wc.fi I lroiii i1 iv  
u i d s  point of view 
O n  page 180, Mr. Hrowne montions the ‘I’inikeii 1-ollei bcsriiigr 
‘1 hero is one point which is often lost sight of in  fitting th tw 
bcariirgs, namely, the fact that there must be two pairs 0 1  
Iwaringh arranged €acing one another These c u n ,  of ( w i i i s ~ ,  bc 
jiistccl. and in consequence ol’ this adjusbriieni ilro i wo 1 ~ 1 1  
( ~ L I I ,  nrider norinal conditions, be srrbjedecl to  a lo,rtl 17 hicall ( V I I  
lw cdcri latcd Tn use, i f  i h r c  is any rise i n  t(~iiil,c’ratiirc, a i i ( l  
i l r c  c-qx~nsion ol‘ the spindle arid that of t h r  
loat/ 011 blic bcarings beconies greater or srirallc 
l w  
,\re abirormal aiid iiiipossible to calculate 
iype  absoluloly fixed both in the gear box and 011 ihe 
1 1  is found to  be impossible to make tliorri work ha 
Ioril,y 11 tlioy i ~ r c  bolh so lixoil. 
Tliis niay result iii imposing on tho t a o  bwriiir)s 1o;ntis \ \ I 1  1011 
The saiiie thing occurs if you have ball bearings of thci jo i i i  I I , ~  
It semis to 1110 that exactly f11v 
THE INCORPORATED INSTIT~J'l?IO~ OF AUTOMOBILE ENOIWEERB. 
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bitiiic thing iriust be taking place with the Tiinken roller bear- 
iiigs. 1 have not had any experience with them, but it is a point 
to  look for when designiiig, and I do not think it has been JUCII- 
tioncd bcforc -with regard to thesc particular bearingd. 
Tho iiiforniatioii which Colonel Crompton gave us this evoniug 
about ball bearings is particularly interesting, bocause there is 
no doubt that bearings which keep bright and do not get that 
pculiar inottled effect on the surface to which hc alluded, and 
wliich is due to corrosion entirely, do last for an abnorinal tiiiie 
c\ cii when over-loaded. 
On page 181, Mr. Browne makes a remark about tiniing whccls, 
and tlmso for driving the governor and magneto, ruggesliiig 
tli,rl they should be encased in a separate oil-tight chanibcr or 
in the crank case, and he states that he uses alternatc whcels 
01 soft nrild steel and hard grey Bbre. The trouble with fibre 
miieelb, referred to by Mr. Brownc--namely, that (,hey will riot 
keep thcir norinal sim -is a very real one. I f ,  as 1)ointed 
out by Coloiiol Urompton, an oil is used which contains 
i i  sinall percentage of water, the fibre imrricd lately slarts 
ah~orbing that water and swells. The conseyucnre is that 
tht>ro is trouble, and I have known a lawe iiuniber of cases ot 
 TI olleri wheels occurring simply froin the fact of their absorbing 
w:,ter h o n i  the hnbricaiit. Porsomlly, l o  get silence, I havc 
alw:r,y.; irscd spiral whcels; they are cheap, easily niule, and they 
i~w yiiitc silent. Thcy havc one other advantage -they leave 
l,li 5 designer absolute freedoirr as to the position of the centres. 
'L'LP ceiitrcs can bc fixed to suit tho rest of the design, and the 
wlicels niade accordingly. I3y using two  pairs of spiral gears, 
mid nrraiigiiig those on tho cro!,s spindle with one tooth rnore oii 
on<; wheel than on the other, a practically infinite rarigc of acljust- 
in( \ r i t  caii be obtained by ainiply shifting the spindle out and 
sliiling it into gear further on. This gives a inore minute grad&- 
tion of adjustment than caii be obtained with ordinary gear 
wheels. 
O n  page 183, Mr. Browne gives a sketch of a radiator sup- 
ported on rubber-lined trunnions. I do iiot quite understand 
wlicther that rubber-lining is supposed to be in tho form of a 
tube slipped on .  It has occurrcd to me that, owing to the difli- 
cu Ity of tlisplaciiig rubhor under those conditions, the effect 
~ o i i l r l  probably not be quite so  good as would be obtaincd from 
a series of rubber rings pushed on one after another so as to give 
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room ior the rubber to move and to alter its positiori; however, 
as I have liad no experience with this, 1 siniply make the reillark 
for what i l  is worth. 
A groat advantage of these papers is that we caii learn ironi 
other people’s experience a great iriaiiy things which tve ought 
to avoid. niid therefore i t  is very comforting to hear what othor 
people habe donc and are doing. 
The quostion of solid rubber tyres presents greal dithcullj 
and. ah far as 1 can gather lrorri a 1arge.iiuinber of ~isers 01 vanb 
whoni I h ~ v e  tallied b recently, the tyre is the thing which Ihoy 
hab m o d  When one considers a little it will be seen thal an 
absurd position is taken up generally in respect to  solid tyres, 
a piece 01 rubber is expected to iiiove in and out, when it is &,lIy 
incornpres ,ible, arid can orily expand sideways and endways. l t  
niust be soen that it is only creating a hill for the wheel to  J n o U n t ,  
and that ilie solid rubber has no efteel at all except that it is 
practiuallj foriniug a wave of altering hoight in the direclioii 
of motion The spring wheel has a siniilar disadvaiitdgo, the 
rigid outside rim is placed where the flexibility ought to be, ; A i d  
where it ,Lctually is provided in the pneumatic tyre. Rnothei 
point witli regard to rubber lyre6 which ought to  be got over il 
p o d . h  i their axtreine weight. At the present’ time I should 
think t h c ~  add inore to  the cost of clutch repaird, gear repairs 
and brakc repairs than any other part 01 a motor vehicle This 
IS duo l o  tlic lact of Lheir forrriing a fly-wheel with a very Iioavj 
rim wliorv it is most difEcult to coiitroi i t .  Every tiiue tho bralro 
is pui o n  it has to  stop these I’our lly-wheels revolving, aiid it 
is ratlior Im-d work lor it. 
On pagc 201 Mr. Urowne makes a raiiiark about steerirkg uou- 
iicotions. Ilc says, ‘ I  all parts such as levers, pedals, hie( 
connw:llioiis, ctc., inust be of airiple diineiisions . . . ail( 
quire aiiiple protection froni riiud and dust.” We all agree 
hiin i n  this, but he goes on to say, “ the  shering and uuiv 
joint% ~ i i u , I  bc encased in leather.” 
froin thc point of viow )of design, pure and simple, that tho 
11 has always seemed to nic: 
under those circurnstances is an admission of \veali - 
tnply ineans that we have not beeri able to ~ l c s i ~ i i  all!
r i tdhod  0 1  Ircepiug mud and dust out of the joints, so \vo pui 
kcathers iound them and 811 thcin up wi th  grease. In  Lhis we 
are cornrtiug disaitcr, because it is iinpossible to expect tlie ,juititi 
to be effiriently inspecbed when oovemd up in leather bags. i 
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havo hied to  design a simple joint which should be abso- 
luiely dust proof and water proof, aiid I have managed to Bid  
on(' Ti iiocessilafes rriaking the cross iiieiiibers brtwccn tho Lno 
stc~criiig ailrib in i,n o par(9, b'lg. 2ii. I do not tliiiilr thcro is 
aiiv real objection to this Beeing that a joint inaclo in this way 
ncvei n o d s  any prokctirig. I n  regard to ball ,jointi Z d o  M J L  
i l i i n l ~  this problein has yet beer1 solved. 
ICY &raimm: The paper, as has already boon reiiiarlcod, 
is nn extrcmiely valuable one, mid ha+ formed aiiiple food for 
tlivxasion. There are many points in it which strike irie as 
northy of remark. 
MMr 
011 page 170, wi ih  regard 1,o chmiel  steol frdiiiolr, 1 am going 
to advance a, theory hero which is perhaps ratlior revolutioriarj . 
I havu no t  quite iiiade up iiiy niiiid on it yet, it is one that wo 
u ~ n  all think about. 1 aiii riot at all sure that we are not 011 the 
nroiig tack in ninliing our frames so rigid. The  pressed steel 
f ianic  was introduced niairily on account of cwnitructioiial con- 
htdoratioiis. So far as turiiiiig them out in quantifies goes, t h i b  
iiiethod of' cwiiitrurtion favourh that aspect, aiicl it also socures 
i,gidity I f  
\ \e  were dealing with a srnootli track, then we hhould bo qui ie  
I ighh iii cuusidoriiig a 1rieLhaiiical construetioil which undorhtodlj 
I a111 not at all sure tliat we are iiot wrong in this. 
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calls for as much rigidity as we can get, but when we consider 
that tlic cars arc uscd on roads full of great holes iii n m i ~ y  oa 
and that ihc wliolc thing is subject to  vcry severc shocirs, 1 am 
not yuilc certain i f  tho principle upon urhich the h io r i ca i i  
buggy is built, in which ihe car is made rathcr to yield to  b h O C l i 5  
arid cvcrything that i t  iiieets, is not afler a11 the right one. 
that conricetion 1 would draw your attention to the facl 
thai OYIO of the most satisfactory and successful comnicrcial 
wagons is built with a channel stfool frame, wood 'lined I refer 
t o  tlic 'Ubioii. 1 really thidr that a good deal ol' thc suowss 
of tliis c w  is duc to tlic fact that its frame is not as dead rigid 
as  ~ i i i t '  others are. I will givc you another bit of c x p r m i c c  
whiclr iallicr brings ine to this view, and tltat is in connection 
-with ni,; own cars. The fir& car of the presciit series, ox rather 
1 ~lloulcl  bay, the forerunner of l h  presetit series, was a sort 
of 11ia1u shift job. We slarted in business to make a siiiall light 
car, wlirch some of you might reiiiernber, namely, ihe  I'arsom' 
car, nliicli was lightly constructed. I t  had a chaniiel stocl frame 
biiiil t [ i  carry six or seven cwt. load. We found /,he public 
wairlccl uoiiiefliing biggerc, hith a little more powor and a bigger 
eripiic We were also not satisfied wiih the gear. Sonic lrientlr 
oP ouri .  gave us an order, and allowed us to experimoiit. We 
cs~~~~rii i ici i ted by putting a ncw goar in togelher with a hetiler 
eiigine. aiid built the whole thing up on the bame Irainc. 11 
Tho original car wao tlcsig~icd 
to lalre about 'i horse power, and we put 18 iiito it, aiid in ~ t r  i i c ~  
foriri il cvould carry 10 cwt. \Vc 
only 1<,ii i t  about a weck at the works. It wont oul to thc 
ciihloiwr niid iiito t h o  hands of a greon driver who had ncver 
W C I I  n car bolore. Ii 
13 oiit 01 tho tiiost successful cars we ever built. I t  has becn k)aclc 
oiiw f o i  a general overhaul, but we have hardly ever ti ~(1 a call 
fo i  s p r c  parts. 1 undoubtcdly attribute the success of lliat car' 
to ihr Fact ihat its franie was weak as wo should undcrstancl it, 
and t1Jd j t  yielded to the shocks ii met with rather than tried 
to htaiid up against theni. Anothcr thing that ratlior lcd iiic 
l o  Illii conclusion was that when I was over in Warsaw last .Juiie, 
gatiiig the road conditions thcre, with a vicw to intro- 
ducaiiih cabs, I took particular iiotc of tlic horrcd vchiclos used 
thcro lor coiiiiiiercial work, and I noticed that they wcre very 
light, iiiore alter the fashion of our limber lorries. You might 
icr u bold thing to do. 
It was buill lhreo ycari ago. 
That car has looen running ever rime 
THE INCORPORATED INSTIT~J'l?IO~ OF AUTOMOBILE ENOIWEERB. 
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almost say that they were tied together with string. They were 
made with poles lashed together in siniple ways. You could see 
tliern give aiid yield at  every shock they met wilh, and it rathcr 
set me thinking, and led me to just the conclusion that I inen- 
lionod at first, that, after all, we might bo 011 the wrong tack 
in going for so much rigidity. 
With 
regard to the position of the engine, Mr. Whcelor wa5 good 
enough to refer to me briefly in his rcniarlrc, the other day, a5 
an advocab  for placing the driver in such a position as would 
load to the econoniising of space, that is l o  say by putting tho 
driver +lid the engine in the saiiie space o n  tho fool-board 1 
an1 a full believer in ‘chat. It is right from a eouixuercial point 
of view, to  want to  econoniise space and makc tho iiiost of the 
room. You do not want to consider look3 and mstlictic itloas, 
arid all sorts of fancy notions. You wmit to get right tlowii to 
practicality and uiidoubtcdly the chief praoticd condcrn t ior i s  
from the user’s point of view are to  minimise spaco ill his garage 
for  one thing, to minimize space on the road, and to have a car 
wliieh will iiianmu vIc in warrow places. Tho c~o~iiurerciul vehiclc 
has t o  go into all sorts of funny placcs. A long car is uiidoribiedlj 
ob,jectionable, but unfortunately €or the designer, ~ v h o  endem\ ours 
l o  give a practical vehicle, we have Lo consitlor what I niuit say I 
1hinlL is the curse 01 the cominercial vehiole trude, and thai, is 
the ii~fluonce of tho plcasure car, and tho influelice of tho i)laasurv 
oar sollcr~ and agent, and the influence of the pleasure car user, 
biit imre particularly of the pleasure car seller. The rcsrtll is 
thai an intendiiig purchaser of a conimercinl vehiclc talks to  Iho  
local agent, who tolls him, “ don’t you h a w  a thing like thal, 
it ir out 01 datc, you iriuat have an  engino undor a bonnct ” 
The outconic of this is that, whilst in America I suppose nine- 
isnthc, of the cornnicrcial vehicles are built with the engino 
nnder the foot-board, in t,his country the firms who began thai 
way arc gradually coming round to the other. We arc doing 
it ourselves, simply by force of circumstances. Ir‘ tho public. 
will not buy A, and will buy B, we must make B, that is all 
I t  is, however, undoubtedly getting away from the practical 
design of a vehicle considered purely as a comrnercial proposition 
With regard to page 173, and Mr. Bromno’s sketch of a spring, 
I should like to ask him whether, after all, t ho  present leaf 
spring is not partly intended to  do what he suggests it should 
Now we come to the broad design OP tlic inachiiie. 
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do. though not exactly in the exaggerated way shown by spread- 
irig t l i L  l o a v e ~ ?  The Juccession of leaves consecutively take u p  
inore and more of the load. Undoubtedly Mr. Browne is right 
in suggesting sornetliing of the kind, because we have got this 
to reirieniber, that conimercial vehicles are ruiiriing undcr. verj 
different c>onditioris as regards load at  difhrent tiiiies. Tako the 
%ton vehicle for instance, you may have the outward ,journey 
taking a load of three tons on board, and the homeward jorrrnt.y 
with nothing at all on board. There is a diflerence of three tons, 
aiid if tlic springs are calculatcd t o  carry the full load, the) 
allog:.ther too stiff when running hoiiie eiiipty, iiioro csyc- 
ciallj if running fast, as a driver ofLen does wheii his vehielb 
is eiril'ty. (znd the result of that is a very great airiouiit oC jar arid 
vibration to the running park of the machine. 
On the question of tyres, that undoubtedly is a very jinportant 
point, bechause if, is the most expensive part of tho car. With 
Coloricl (h i r ip ton ,  I am clearly an advocate for largo \~ l ioeI~ ,  
but then we have the first cost to g e l  over, and here again wo 
an: uli against the customer, the ordinary buyer of a couiiiicrcial 
vohiclc It takes a lot of persuasion to nialie hirii w e  that it 
is to his advantage to pay as much for a set of tyrcr on his motor 
vehicle a', he pays for  his whole vehicle if he is using it horsed 
outfit That has been one of the deciding causes [or the use 
of sriiall wheels. We are begitiiiing io  tint1 out our uiislakcl iii 
pad ice ,  because small wheels shako the car to pieces, 50 tlial 
the makeis, one after another, are gradually creeping u p  in wheel 
sizes. You would be surprised to find what a ctiEerouae even 
a couylc of inches, or four inches, will iuakcl in tho ruiiuiiig of 
the vehicle and in its life. I have been fitting :<6: in. wheels, 
whereas 1 previously fitted 32 in. wheels, and the cLift'prc.rice is 
~witllj reiuarkable. Reverting again to the quwtiori  ol' 1 yres, 
there is one point Mr. Browiie did not refer lo, inore eslm-ially 
in eo unec2tion with the foreign trade in comniercial vch irlw, 
a id  thal ifi detachability, or ready tletachabi lity 'I'hc grwt 
difficulty in solid tyrer is putting them on again aftcr repair, 
especial13 ablroad I had a case a couple of nionihr ago 
which illushates this point. I sent a car out to Jamaica - 
tyre5 gunanteed for 10,000 i d e s  and all f hat sorf of thing 
The cm liad not been out a fortnight before I got a loiter kmck 
to say that the tyres had been cut all to picccs by the loose roadh, 
and were quite done for ;  theri, when we begaii to talk about IN>\\  
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t j  res and special tools, and another set of wheels to be used whilst 
tlre other6 were being dealt with, trouble arose What we do 
\\ant is a ready means of deiachability which shall not be l oo  
expensive. 
On the score o i  fuel, page 802, I do not $ U O W  diether ally 
irieinbem here have had practical expi-ienco of the use of benzol. 
O m  of my customers who is running about thirty cars, is using 
bcrizol, not pure, but with a mixture of petrol, and he flays he 
guts good results. Beiizol at  6d.  a gallon is a vastly differorit 
proposiiim from petrol at  a Is., more especially as benzol givos 
more i d e s  to the gallon. Aiiylhing which we can do to facilitate 
the use of cheaper fuels, must undoubtedly be to our ultimate 
advantage as manufacturers 
Tho last poirit that I will say anything about is the question 
01 cabti. 1 
tlrinb that is where everybody has made a mistake We ought 
to look on the cab as a commercial vehicle. I t  has to stand up to 
a greal, iriariy more shocks than the ordinary pleasure car, and 
il has got, to earn money for its owner. If i t  does not do tha l  
i t  is iio good The 
rriotor cab tmde lias beeii damaged very much by the pleasure 
( u r  iiiakcr, who siiriply says t o  tho prospective buyer, “ A iiiotor 
cab; oh, yes! our 12-14 horse power chassis will do for that 
all riglil,” but the result is lamentable in many cases. When 
you go away from the sand-papered roads of London, arid wheii 
you get into the Colonies and rough countries, the light coii- 
st vuctiloii of cabs arid the light conrtruction of conirriercial vehicles 
is soon louiid out  As an exaniple, some cabs which arc doing 
\-cry well iiidcocl in London, have beeii sent out to tho hrgcntino 
hpubhc ,  where their upkeep wo.t4<s out at about l2OZ. per annuin 
pcir cab! Another kiiid of cab has been tried in Eussia, aid them 
alro are o l  a h i d  that are doing fairly well in London and on 
lCtiglisE, roads, yet twelve months’ work saw the last of thein iii 
II II They were absiolutely scrapped Thai simply shows 
what, I havc just said, that the cab that is usually supplicd is 
not a comniercial vehicle. As a matter of fact, it should be 
biii11 rathor with the ideas of the commercial vehicle builder 
lhari with the ideas of lightness and niccncss of running and 
that sort of thing-which are very desirable, of course, as well- 
but which are the chief characteristics of the pleavure car nianu- 
facturor’s prtoductions. 
P o u  may not think a cab is la comine~rcial vehicle. 
He docs 1101, buy it Por the fun of the thing. 
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h l r  E Q ~ I B I ~ E Y  BREWIUL. 'I'heic i k )  one thing 1 should lilw 
l u  'a) a Jew words about ,  naiiiciy, tho ciuestioll of ptossed 5tecL 
Uraiircs Coloriel Ureiuptoii and M i .  Sluiiiio,) 4cciii l o  lliiiib the) 
LLLC iiol the pro~ier things l o  u5c M i .  i3iuuiritly thiiilic: ~)tesscd 
stct.1 Iraiiios ' ~ i c  too rigid. I have had a consitletal)le ,kiiiount 
of c.xj)erierrce with fraiiies 01 this type in coiiii 
wa\ rolliiig stock, cvliere they ha \e  been in w r i t  
lasl fjftecri years \vithoul having any iiioncy speiit o t i  tlrioiii i oc  
rcptirs Colonel Croinptoii's objoction seeiris to be tliat the iiictd 
in .L ~o l l ed  section is better placrd ah a bear11 tliati iii <L piehscd 
steel nieiiibor 
is better diiposed in bemi, but, that is not tho rcaJoii \vhj t l ~ c  
iail way crigiiicor adopted p r c , d  steal to build l i i h  rolling ,loci; 
rroi i 11 was becaube he could rrialie a Ijglitcr ~ , i i ( i  strorigor Cretiic 
oh I)YeA>ed btocl than of rolled sections, while tlic 101 iucr would 
alhu be iutich lois costly, c ~ i i t i  l r a ~ c  far fewcli parh [ti the 
prc'tied Rtml Prairie; inadc by llic I~ceds  Forge, tlic Iititls ol all 
aye I'orgcd aiid l'resscd solid, the e ~ d s  o! l h c  c ro i i  
incilibers lilting cxactlp into the Iorigitudi~ial i i u ~ i i ~ h t ~ ;  b y  i
i i ~ t u i i i  all gusict platei are doiic away with, thc nuiiibcr or ri 
usmi  i i i  tlrc frniiic ii ~.cduced t o  about oii+eighth oL the iiuiiibor 
use(/ iii 3, built up section L'rauic, and the ro iu l l  i s  t id 1 I  :~t11c5 
so Luilf arc lighter and last considerably longer I'i'c~scd stec.1 
ki i i ica  havc also ccrlain otlier atlvauil ages Tlicy criablc t l i c ~  
l)ic. scd stccl niciiibers to  bc riiado of any dcsii able sliapc 
ah h u l ) p o r t  (mi be afforded to tho various itarts ot tho i i m  
iii LI neat aiid elficieiit maiiiieir, without having h l i y i i  a 
1)cn ion & a p  01 all sort5 aiid shapes i o  hold u p  the variou., 
i n g  parts These aclvaritagci I cwtaiiily c~oiisitloi i ~ r e  ol 
1 value in the constructioii 01 a motor vohjclo L ' J Y ~ ~ I w .  
any remarks have been niadc this cvcniiig o u  tlie nuL)jcct 0 1  
That 1 considcr ii peifectly PO 
whec~ls and thc size of wheels. Colonel Oroinpton ha5 1)rcAc 
the largc wheel-I have heard hirn preach it o u  iriaiiy occasio 
but I would like him to let u s  lcnotv what hi5 ideal whccl tliarnc.tt.i 
is. The happy medium niust be struck soiiiewhoro An 07 
siveij large wheel ineans a wheel that is uiiquitable to tho gcai 
ratio of tho machine, and one that will coinc abobe tlip floor level 
of tlrc vehicle. 1 quite agree w i l l  Colonel Urotirptoil that Iargv 
whc?k? are a great protection to llic roads, but what diaiiicl~~i 
should he used, arid how far can we go  in the diredioii o f  Ia,rqy~ 
size for  wheels? 
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Aiiotlier thing I should like to touch upon is the sub- 
ject 01 solid tyres ; i n  connection with the so~al lc t l  solid 
lubber lyres, 1 Lhink tliat everybody agrees that they arc 
the ino i t  expensive part of the upkeep of a coninirrcial vohiele. 
M y  experience as a n  advimr Co uwrs oI motor vohiclcs lias bccn 
~ U I I I C \ J  hat uiifortunate ill regard l o  so-callcd solid rubber tyres, 
and the pi-oblcni of tlieir durability. I t  appears to me that fhr 
tyro iiiaiiulactiirer, as a rule, nearly forgets to put thc rubber 
in ,  though he may not quite forget it altogctlror. These tyros 
:we rcferrcd t o  as solid rubber, bul i f  a n  analysis of s o i m  of tliein 
were to be made, I think that a big proportion of thc iiiatcrial 
would be found to be something altogether dillerent from rubber. 
II tyres were supplied with a little more rubber in  their com- 
position, d do not think that they would be found to wear out 
so rapidly as i n  the example given us by Mr Sturrney from 
.Jam:iicn I n  a batch of tyres which I recently sent to Mexico, 
one set ran €or a week, others ran for a slightly longer period, 
1x11 I Cwl sure lhat  if there had been a re'isonable ainoiinl of 
rubber in  their composition, they would have been working to- 
With regard to the sketch of the leaf spring shown o n  page 173 
of the paper, and referred to by Mr. Sturniey, is Mr I3rowne 
unde r  the iniprossioii that a leaf spring is iutondcd l o  work in 
thc way described, namely, that the leavcs shall take up the 
additioiial load as ii, conies o n ?  My idea i3 that a loaf  spring 
is riiade in  that way so as lo  ~"nininiizc? by means of the friolion 
whirh occurs bct-\vocn the various leaves, the number of vi'ora- 
lions of the spring 7vht.n &hock is transniitted to it. hi a r n a l h r  
of fact, the knly reason why we have substituted coil springs 
IOT leaf springs on railway vrhiclos i s  f,o save ~ u p c i ~ s o  Thcrc 
is an arrangeincnt n o w  in use on railways which g i w s  iutwn,LI  
day 
ing, illid 1 1 1 ~  adoption ol' Ihii devicc 
leaf fipring a t  a grcatlv rz:flrr(m3 ( 2 0  
I do not know whether all tho 111~nil)ci ,
11 i1(6(vslood your lasll rrinark about  the rltilw:Ly sprjiig Woultl 
I{, bv asking ynrr foo 1nuc.h to explain its cow,iriwlion mid m i t t -  
i i ~ d i o n  7 
Mr 1 3 i r I , w m  I shall IIC plcascd t o  do  so; I a i r i  i iof jntcr 
i i L  the hpring in  any way financially. 
The object of the dovice, shown i n  Fig 27, is l o  mnkc 'I ( s o i l  
spiiiig d o  the work of a laminakd spring As is well Itnov,ii, 
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the coil spring has a sharp, quick vibration, whereas the 
laminatcd spring has a soft, easy motion. Tho principle 
of this spring damper is very simple. In the i,op of the 
coil spring a metal sleeve i 4  inserted. In  the boftoiii arc 
two hall' sleeves projecting several inches up into Ihe upper 
slceve It, will be noticed that these half sleeves do not 
rest Aal on the plats below, but are bevelled off, throwing 
their bearing in towards the centre of the spring. Tho 
spring itself rests upon the outer edge of the flango of 
these h : ~ l f  sleeves. Each, therefore, bcconies a rocking lover, 
having its fulcrum at, its bearing point on the plate; wheri thc 
FIG. 27 
short aiin is pressed down by tho spring, ihe long arm is thronln 
into c:loie frictional contact with the insidc walls 01 t h o  s lec~o 
above When tho spring rcmives a shock, iiigtead of rihrating 
I m J g ,  lhis friction damps its motion, caiiqing it to  sel,tlc tiomti 
slowly. and theii coiiic to rest with only onc vibration. hi ofhw 
words, tho load put upoir the spriiig produces suflicicwt fri(:tioii 
to control its vibrations. 
Mr W. OILCHXTST: One or two poiuts have boon iiicntio~icd 
upon hich I think from my experience I mighl be able to throw 
n littlc light. One is that of rubber tyrcs, and the omission 
of rublm from their composition. When in India, I reiiielnber 
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of iyrer coming out 011 a carriage, and T think t h y  musi 
have been all rubber, for they were not in Madraq a wcok bel'oro 
we had to  take tlierii oiT and substitute iron l,yrw My friends 
tell iiie they are now doing a good business in  rubber tyrcs in 
Iiidia They h a w  learnt to  get that ncccssary combination 
bc.twccii riibbcr and soiiiething else which will stand the hcai . 
Tl~ai  iiiay accounl for the set of tyres which Came to grief in 
tho West Indies. 
Sonic thirty years ago Sir William Gull, thc criiinent physiciau, 
had a single horse mail phaeton fitted with one of the first sots 
oC rubber tyres used in i,he West-end of London. He had to pu( 
in .an extxa horse, and even then it was all collar work for them, 
a n d  it was found that on new macadamized roads, the tyres simply 
ploughed up tho roads by suction, and they had to be takcn off 
It was not till {he streets were paved with wood and asph:tlte 
B 
FIG. 28. 
that solid rubber tyres could he used comriicrcially fo r  ordinary 
vehicles. I n  the iiiatter of frames I have always thought with 
Mi.. Sturmry ihat wo are rmlt ing too groat an  :tttorrLpt a t  iigiditv 
Wo cannot got away from the fact, that the roads :ire not ~icrTlectly 
lovcl, and with four p0inL.s dwigncd f o  support the frainc a1 
:tnything froni 7 ft .  l o  10 11 aparl, you cannot qd, four equally 
on the road to match iheni, so that soiiicthing has 
if the springs ;Arc not tiiificicittly oasy I f  the whei.1 
tiaction, and is not carrying its full load 011 i h o  ground, 
1 is vlicther i t  i, po.sd)lc l o  mrry, on :L scpa~a tc  
f m i i w .  Cl i c  ciigiiie and traiisni ion pcrfcctly rigid, aiid l o  niorint 
that Iranic on a 1,hrce point suspension tvithiii ari oirtcr frame 
carrying the. whcelr aiid springs, this outer franic inight be mndc 
sufficieiitly loose to follow thc uneven surfaces of the road, 
wrnetliing in the iiianncr showii in Fig. 28. 
In this way a frame is obtained slrong enough i o  carrj tlw 
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rcquireci load, but I do not think it is possible to  have a pcrfccbly 
rigid Eu,rine, and to get satisfactory servicc out of i t .  11 might, 
bo possible to construct a frame of timber slid :;tecl coriibiiied 
~ h i c l i  \iould have a certain amount of hpririg, and r r tu r~ l  to its 
original form.  Such a frame would bc leqs liablc lo “ s o t ”  
than ono irradc cntircly of mctal. Tkic diffiicnlty with tiiiiber has 
beon to got it securely fixed to the flitch plates, and that 
FIG. 29. 
is partly due to  the theory of the engineer who thinks that a 
hammcr is the proper instrummt to drive a screw, and ha? not 
vcry rrinch faith in  screws. My expcrieiice of fixing flilch plntcs 
to tiinbcr is that  unless you can depend upon your scrcws or 
bolts bcing properly fitted and fixed, they are not of much use 
to  you Any timber which is not thoroughly seasonccl shrinki 
aftcr it has bccn in  usc, and when flitch plates arc [i.tcd lo  
f,iiribcr, screws arc o f  far more use than either rivets or 7rjolts 
P I G .  30. 
rpnic1lll,pril1g {,hat onc well placod wrcw (wij)loy 
i o  TVOOC is of Car 1 1 1 0 ~  usc than two Liolls for 
arlcl wiil give grcaicr sa  action. If will k) 
I~c(l(jliic\ loow, whilc tho t 
1,ioir (Fig. 2‘3) of a sonion h,rt similar .;I)rillo; 10 that 
. Hrownc’s paper ie given in a B’ronrb work, ’ 
1\51. 
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mounted, two on either side, on a fmme with a pair of very large 
\\.heels, such as ,are used for carrying timber and similar loads. 
They are also shown, of lighter cons;tructioi~, on a small 
brougham. 
The illustration of the compound spring shows that as all the 
points of the springs would touch their opposite points at the 
samc, time, the l'oad could not be taken up gradually, and the 
rebound on the sudden release of the load would be very great. 
There is als'o, in  the same work, a table, given below, of :L 
test of a spring of six plates (Fig. 30). I t  was 150 em. long; 
5 cm. broad; and each plate was 5 mm. thick. The plates were 
tasted separately, the spring having a compass of 10 em. 
No. of Length, Weight, 
Plate. om. supported, kg.  
1 . . . . . . . .  25 . . . . . . .  62.05 
2 . . . . . . . .  50 ........ 31.02 
3 . . . . . . . .  75 . . . . . . . .  15.06 
4 . . . . . . . .  l o o , . .  . . . .  7.08 
5 . . . . . . .  125 . . . . . . . .  3.09 
6 . . .  . . . . .  1 5 0 . .  . . . . .  1.09 
__- 
Total Load . . . . . .  122.09 kg. 
The spring plates would, when put together in the usual way, 
require a load of 660 lb. to bring them down flat, and would 
take a steadily lapplied load of 10 cwt. before fracture. The 
steel used was the best quality cementation process steel, and 
lhe spring was carefully made and tempered. 
The figures given are interesting, especially as the work was 
published a few years before Mr. D. K. Clark's work on " Rail- 
way Mechanism," in  which he deals very fully with tho con- 
struction of springs. The arithmetical diminution of the load 
carried as the length of the plate increases may be stated a8 
f;ollowe : - 
No. of Length, Load, 
Plate. cm. lb. 
1 ........ 2 5 . .  ...... 136.7 
2 .  . . . . . . .  2 x 2 5  . . . . . . .  136.7+ 2 
3 . . . . . . . .  3 x 2 5  . . . . . . . .  136.7+- 4 
4 . . . . . . . .  4 x 2 5  . . . . . . . .  136.7+ 8 
5 . . . .  
6 . . . .  
The illustration is drawn from the descripiion of the apring, 
before bolting up. 
BROWNE. R 
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111 lairiinated springs the mi&ake is very frequently made of 
putting all the strength in the endb of the plates, and not i n  ihho 
centre l f  the order is reversed, it will bo Pound that a light 
spring elid will work easily under a light load, that the shorfm 
platios take up the weight as the load increases, and that thr 
greater the number of plates the more slowly and evenly is that, 
load talrcn up. 
Thu Great Western Railway Coriipaiiy have some of their vans 
fitted with springs having three or four plates o f  great thickness, 
which appear l o  me to be carrying vcry heavy loads, and in soinc 
of their railway waggons they have the same arrangement instoad 
of what  is i n o x  usual, a thick heavy spring It is certainly an 
advantage i f  ihe spring is increased in thickness towards its 
centre, and i f  each of  the plates is so made thai the spring in- 
creases evenly in thickness all the way down to the block, a i d  
it will then br found that the deflection does not increase as the 
load, but in a lesser ratio. I have carried out, some experiments 
with a small model, a id  find that there is an ascertainable ratio 
which will mcasure the difference between the actual arid 11~0 
thooret ical dcllection dependent on the nurnbcr and the length 
of the plates, and tho proportioning o l  the diitance bctweon the 
length of eacli plate The greater the riuinbrr of the plalw, tlic 
gpeater ihe difference between the deflectioii dne to the weiglii 
on the sp iny ,  and {,lie theorolical calcul:rlio~t of the deflcd ion 
d u c ~  to the doiibling of the load. 
Mr. E. G E. BEAUMONT: here have heen many refereiices 
l o  t,yrs\, to  llic dilficrilties occurring with thoiii and to their high 
coat, but I lliink one is frequently ready to  blame the tyros, 
and not quilt.  ready enough to eornp1,tin of lhr hiqh cost of tvrcs 
Whor one iiiids lyres, on vehicles carrying ihree tons, lasling 
for upwards of 10,000 miles, it is a wonderful performance. A 
I'ow years ago, no doubt within the memory o€ many here, that 
was quite inipo~ssjbl(~ 1 well recollect j n  tlrc early days, the lifc 
of tyre.: was quite s h o ~ t  on vans and oinnibusos, not for the reason 
which Mr. Ilrewer has given, but because too much rubber w i t h  
used Pure rnhber is not satisfactory for iy rw any inore ihan 
if, is Tor rnaiiy other purpores, and the long life of tyros a$ no~v 
mode is due, 1 think, to  two things: firstly, to  the satisfactorF 
adulteration of rubber or its mixture with foreign sulnial iwi ,  
and, Isecondly, to the improved means of securing the tpre i o  
i,he rim. Pcrhaps when some of the new rubber companies of 
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whom we now hear so much, commence work, the cost oE rubber 
will be reduced, and we will then hear much lesr, about the tyre 
difficulty. Even now when the sizes of tyres are suitable, the 
cod, per mile or per ton-mile is by no means the heaviest item 
Reniarks have boen made about, the stiffnesb of frarries and 
springs. and the conflicting opinions exprossod confirm what 
probably most oS us have thought-that tho design oS these 
vehicles must always vary, there will never be any standard prac- 
tice. The purposes for which the vehicles arc used will always bc 
vcrj dificrent, and even ah the design of horsed vchicles differ5 
very largely, so will the design of cionimercial niofior vehicles 
differ. 
Tho figures of cost which Mr. Browne has given are very in- 
teresting as examples with which one can compare one's owii 
figures, but one cannot be too cautious in using them. It is 
seldon-' that costs agree, even though the purposes for which 
vehicles are used may be the same. The cost is so much inflricnced 
by the activity of the vehicle, the number of miles run, the load 
carried, and the circumstances of its use either by the number 
in use, or by the facilities for repair. I should like to  ask Mr 
Browne with regard to the costs which are givcn for tho five- 
lon lorry on page 212--ancl thew, I thirllr, are figures which have 
appeared before-whether the load carried by that vohiclc is noi 
rather unusual. It seems that the proportion Qf light load (or 
empty Joad on the return journey) to the heavy outward load, is 
very unusual, and not at all that which obbains in the tradr 
in which that lorry is used, namely, the brewery trade. I n  these 
examples with one exception, the costs are rathcr optimjstically 
low, largely because tke mileage run  is much in excess of thai, 
which commonly obtains. 
111 the paper there is a reference to what Mr. O'Cornian has 
termed the '' liveliness " factor. Although Mr. O'Gorman is not 
here to say anything about that himself', I should like to s q g  
that, although something of the kind is required, the " livelincsq 
factor " is not useful. If a designer wishes to  arrange a series 
of vehicles, which shall have the Game degree of liveliness, hci 
will require to know what is the relation between torque on thc 
road wheels and the possible torque at  the engine, or else thp 
horse-power under normal conditions at  so many revoldions 
per minute and the road horse-power required at  so many revo- 
lutions per minute. It is the load factor figure rathcr than the 
R 2  
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liveliness figure that is required. An expression which I have 
generally used to satisfy myself with regard to the liveliness of 
vehicles takes this form- 
0. (h.p.). R 
W.1) 
___ ~ 
where C is a constant, h.p. the horse-power, R the gear ratio, 
W the total weight of the vehicle, and the diameter of ibe 
wheels The value of C is 55 when W is stated in cwl. and 1) in 
inches The heavy lorry or omnibus has a higher factor thhan the  
passenger car, but the comparison is absoluh The figures 
obtained are similar to those used by Messrs White Ji Poppe, 
who recently, in The Autocnr, and in their catalogue, published 
their gear ratio table which gave results similar to that obtained 
by the formula I have instanced, but they did not add that the 
load factor figure should vary in accordance with the type of 
vehicle If their figures are examined it will be found that 
they give a value of approximately 4.8, which, while suitable for 
a passenger touring car, is not suitable for a heavy vehicle. 
Colonel CROMPTON: What do you mean by load factor? 
Mr BEAUMONT: I mean the relation between the maximum 
power available, the normal maximum pov7er of the engine, and 
the normal horse-power called for, the work required of the 
engine and mechanism when the vehicle ir travelling at constant 
speed on a level road. The formula 1: have given expresses the 
relation between these powers. 
H. BXJRCHALT,: My firm has recently iakca delivery of two 
van5 which are to  be used hy a drapery houw for delivery pur- 
poses The dimensions of iho \‘an hodics m7‘~re fixed by the 
drapew, and neces.sitate a con&derable overhniig behind tho back 
axle; the width of the bodies is slightly greater than the wheel 
irack The springs are apparently strong enough for the load, 
but the vans have a tendency to roll whrn pawing over a rough 
road To overcome this, I thought of fixing a roil spring between 
the leaf spring and ihe frame; this coil spring ivonld be anchored 
to the leaf spring, but not to  the frame, and would not come into 
action until the leaf spring is slightly deflectpd T know of this 
having been tried on a heavy vehicle, and the frame broke a t  
the point where the coil spring acted, hut T should be pleased 
to hear if it has been tried elsewhere, and, if so, what results it 
gave. 
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AUTHOR’S REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION. 
Mr. T. B. BROWNE in replying upon the discussion, said: As 
1 stated in my paper, one of its principal objects was to  bring 
under discussion the various points connected with this most in- 
teresting subject, and i t  has been most gratifying to me to hear 
the remarks of those who have taken part in  it. 1 think one of 
the most valuable results of the discussion is the inforinalion, 
which some speakers have given us, based on their extended 
practical experience in the use and running of comniercial motor 
vehicles. 
Of course, i t  was not to be expected that every one would be 
in agreement with all I had to say, the more so as some of thc 
points which I raised were of a controversial nature, such as the 
question of rolled versus pressed steel frames C am not oric 
of those who believe that any system is the best under all con- 
ditions. because every engineering problem is in the nature 0 6  
a compromise. 
I arn glad to find that such experienced practical ubers as 
Mr. Coventry, Mr. Uouglas Mackenzie, and olherr, arc generally 
in agreement wii h me as to  the advantage of reducing the number 
of parts to  a minimum, and also as to  the advisability of abolish- 
iiig pin joints wherever possible. On the great quesiioii of chain- 
drive versus live-axle, the battle has been fought and won SO 
far as light pleasure cars are concerned, and has resulted in ail 
almost complete victory for the latter, but with petrol inotor- 
vans and with buses we must still wait for  the survival of the 
fittest. 
MI Coventry stated that he was absolutely opposed to the 
use of chains principally on account of the cost of renewals. 
but if I am not mistaken his experience has been for the greater 
part with spur-driven cars, and it may be that those chain- 
drivoir cars with which he has been in touch, have boen fitted 
with chains too light to stand up to their work. Tf such be the 
case the cost of maintenance would be very high; the tyres of thc 
early motor vans, which were naarly always too light, afford a 
similar example. 
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I understand that the average mileage f o r  the chains used on 
Messrs. Shoolbred's vans is about 10,000 miles, and that the 
sprockets and chain-rings, as would be expected, last much longer, 
and are all very easily replaced. 
I agree with Mr. Coventry and Mr. Douglas Mackenzie that 
the system of lubrication in  which troughs are fitted under thc 
big-end bearings is a good one. This system has only been intro- 
duced comparatively recently, and I am glad to have their testi- 
mony as to its advantages. 
On the question of depreciation I agree with Mr. Coventry 
and Mr. Barwell that in  the case of commercial vehicles this 
should be calculated on a mileage basis. What that mileage 
is we do not yet know exactly, but I do not think that 200,000 
miles is at  all excessive for properly designed and carefully 
maintained vehicles. 
Mr. Wheeler was very kind to  me as regards the subject- 
matter of my paper, but he ishowed a strong desire to  eriticise 
the Appendix. 
Of course, I can take no personal responsibility for the accuracy 
of the figures supplied by users and makers, as I took these jusl 
as they were given to me, and inserted then] in the Appendix 
without alterations O'P additions. 
The point which Mr. Wheeler raised was that items wore left 
out which ought to have been included. 
In the case of Messrs. Shoolbred's costs 1 have c:otniiiunicated 
with Mr. Barwell, and I extract the following from his reply 
which I think fully answers Mr. Wheeler's objections:-- 
Extract from a letter from M r .  Burwell, duted 
23rd Peb., 1910. 
"Our yard is freehold, and takes 300 horses and 201) 
vans. The cost of ' garage ' is provided by the before- 
mentioned accommodation. 
" The figures were compiled by myself from our books, 
and I am quite satisfied that I am doing 70 per cent 
more mileage for the same money as wa5 spent before 
motor vans were used. 
" Management Charges: Our head engineer's salary is, 
of course, charged to motor repairs. Other management 
consists of the same foremen who look after the horse vans. 
Chains and sprockets cost money, but not more than neb) 
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park for live-axles; we get 10,000 miles out of a pair of 
chains and do not grumble. My engineer would bc 
horrified i f  I suggested live-axles instead ol side-chains. 
“ My figures were got out to compare the cost of motor 
traction with the cost of horse vans, and whatcver iterris 
are missiiig in one are also missing in the other. 
‘ Naturally, garage for motor vans (the majority doing 
the work of one van and 6 horses) would cost much less 
than stabling for those horses aiid vans.” 
As 1 egards the Milnes-Daimler costs, the heading ‘‘ Miscrl- 
lanvous ” includes both “ niariagenisrit ” arid “ garage ” as stated 
at the foot of  page 208, and it was riot thoughi necessary 
to 1 epoai this ill tho other iterris where ‘‘ Miscellaneous ” appears. 
Since the paper has been reprinted a further servioo has been 
added (see pages 213, 214), kindly supplied by Mr. Douglas 
; 1 think ibe  items there givcii should \atis€y Mr. 
Wheeler in every way. 
A s  regards the itcni o f  garage this is very easily estimated by 
an! prospective user, and must vary with i he ncighbcurhood, 
the cost of land, etc.; in any caw it  will be considerably less 
thari for horse-drawn vehicles on srcount of the raving of ihc 
I W  otherwise required for Htabliiig. 
As regards the absence of tho iterri of grcme, C d o  not lcriow 
whdhei it is the case with the Dennib vans, but it is quite pos- 
siblc to design a chassis iio wadays with oil-lubrication only 
hlr Wheeler seemed to  favour the placing of the driver on the 
Lori of tho motor, but 1 may mention another disadvantage in thib, 
iiaiirely , thai iii inuddy weather it is almost impossible to prevent 
dirt and wet finding their way through the foot boards on to the 
motor owing l o  the necessity of providing easy access to the latter. 
hlr Baillic asked my opinion as to the u90 of thc horizontal 
irmtoi lor coiiiiriercial vehicles; here again it is it question or  
prios and cons. 1 coristructed a few vans with horizontal motors, 
bui soon cariic to the ccriclusiori that tho vertical eq,’  Tino was more 
suitable for any but the very light vans. 
‘I’herc is always thc difficulty 1 have just rrierrtioned of Iceeping 
4 h ~  motor cloan when placed under the floor boards, and with 
the larger powers there is the further question of the drive from 
tho motor to the gear-box. If a chain is used the speed is execs- 
aivo, and the adjustment awkward, and if recourse is had to 
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spur gearing the centres are so far apart that very large wheels 
have to be used. 
If the opposed type of horizontal engiiie is used the rear 
cylinder is buried away under hhe body of the van unless the 
crankshaft is set longitudinally, in which case a considerublc 
width is requiped to allow for  a proper steering lock lor the 
front wheels to clear the cylinder ends, and the valves and &perk- 
ing plugs are most inaccessible; if there is a sufficient width 
available for such an  armngement the driver may as well sit 
besidc a vertical engine. 
There are others, but time 
does not allow of my going into them here. There is one great 
point in lavour of the horimntal engine, however, and that 15 
it is much easier to lubricate than the vertical engine. 1 say 
this as the result of my experience in manufacturing both. 
111 spite of what Mr. Baillie has said, I am sure it is possible 
to build a successful four-cylinder engine with no niiddle bear- 
ing to the crankshaft, for if  the stresses on the shaft are thereby 
doubled this involves an increaxe in  diameter of only 25 per ceiit. 
As regards the use of ball bearings for supporting crank- 
shafts, I understood Mr. Baillie to  say that this woulcl iiicreasc 
the stress, as the plain bearings gave an encastre support, but 
it is not ubual when designing crankshafts with plain bearings 
to treai them as being so supported, and if it were so, a very 
little wear would deprive them of this advantage. Moreover, 
ball bearings can be set with their centres closer together than 
plain bearings, thus shortening the length of thc crankshalt 
between the bearings. 
BJ doing away with the middle bearing two web3 are removed 
from the crankshaft, and the whole engine wiih cylinders of say 
4-inch bore would be shortened by 3 inches; the saving in weight 
SO effected would easily allow €or a considerable increaso in the 
diameter of the crankshaft. I think Mr. Baillie has looked at  
this question too much from (the pleasure-car point o€ vicw, 
though here too, there arc signs of the disappearance of the 
middle bearing, as the latest four-cylinder Do Dim engine has 
none An illustration of this engine is given in the Automotor 
,Journal. Feb. 26, 1910, page 228. 
Mr. Baillie also does not seem to favour the !&cylinder vertical 
motor fox van use, but i t  is a €act that there are in  use in London 
alone, considerably more 2- than 4-cylinder engined vans up to 20 
These are the main considerations. 
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h.p. The great advantage of ,the 2-cylinder motors is that they 
are so much simpler to look after, and that it is so much easier to 
diagnose temporary defects ; there are also other advantages 
already mentioned in the paper. 
The rubber-lined radiator support which Mr . Baillie approved 
of, was, I believe, first introduced on the '' Commercial " Cars. 
As regards the size of valves, I have found it possible to obtain 
an increase of power by using large valves, but it is only possible 
to use them as large as I have done by inverting the inlet valve, 
and this has the disadvantage of inemsing the cost of the tappet 
gear, etc. 
By increasing the lift from five-sixteenths in. to seven-six- 
teenths in. a further increase of power of about 10 per cent. was 
gained. However, with motor vans it is not the maximum power 
Tvhich is required, but evenness and reliability of running. 
The friction fan-drive mentioned by Mr. Baillie would appear 
to offer some advantages. 
Mr. Douglas Mackenzie said that he would like to see the 
fau done away with, and I quite agree with him in this, but does 
he realise that this would mean that the radiator would havd 
to be at least doubled in size, and the amount of water carried 
greatly increased, in order to be sure of efficient cooling under 
tho worst conditions when running up hill or when in traffic in 
hot weather? I t  is sometimes possible to pay too dearly for the 
removal of such a part from the chassis. 
Colonel Crompton spoke of the importance of the question of 
adhesion being closely gone into; he agreed with me on this point. 
I was also very glad to have so high an authority agreeing with 
me on the channel-frame question, because I am still strongly 
in favour of this form of construction. Of course, there may be 
case8 in which the pressed frame i s  better. 
The point that Colonel Crompton raised respecting the corro- 
sion of ball bearings was extremely interesting. I believe this 
is the first time that the question has been raised anywhere, and 
it is quite new to  me. 
Tho Dennis horn-bracket certainly looks as if some stays at 
a considerable angle to the frame would strengthen it very much, 
and uerhaps lighten it, but the sketch probably does not give 
sufficient detail to show the strength of the parts with any 
exactitude. 
I was also pleased and surprised to hear Colonel Crompton say 
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that he thought we were still right in sticking to our 40-in. 
\\heels for  the present rn I thought I should have a strong 
opponent in Colonel Crompton when I wrote the paragraph deal- 
ing with the size of the wheels. 
Mr. Martineau emphasizes the warning I uttered on page 181 
as to  the possible swelling of the fibre gear wheels due to 
\\ate1 in the oil. Our  practice is to cut the wheels rather small, 
Y O  that i f  there is any slight swelling it simply brings them up 
i o  size. and we have not found the difiiculty insuperable. 
Mr. Sturrney referred to  the spring which I put  forward as 
:L sugge\tion, and seemed to think that soparaling the plates 
\\auld iiiake rio diflerence, but clearly this is riot so, for. when 
iJie plates are together any deflection must affect them all, how- 
ever slightly. It is only by separating the plates that you call 
iiialw them coine progressively into action. 
A point which several speakers raised. was that solid tyres 
h v e  to be scrapped long belore the rubber has beon worn away, 
O I I  account o i  failure due to the method of fixing the tyres 
l'neumatic tyres can be worn right oul as far as the tread is con- 
Evrned before they are done with, but solid tyvos have pleniy 
of good rubber on the tread, although they may be cut at  the 
grooves or inay come of3 the rim. There i? then no means of 
fixing thom again when they come off, and they have to be 
:wrapped. 
It was interesting to hear Mr. Coventry and one or two others 
t i  mouiicc a considerable reduction in the cost of u plreep of tyres 
Mr Brewer said he would like inlormation as to  what diainoters 
o I' wheels Colonel Crompton would reconirnend. Experiencu 
,)lone can show what size of wheels would be right in any par- 
ticular case I think generally the slower the speed and the 
heavier the vehicle the larger the wheel we shall be able to use 
The spiral-gpring fridion device shown by Mr. Wrewer is w r y  
inteTesting. The damping act ioii 
incrcases as the spring closes, which is just  what is wanted. 
The double-elliptical sprting which Mr. Gilch&t sketched was 
i imila~ in some ways to the suggestion I made, arid shows that 
there is nothing riew under tho sun. 
MY. Keauniont asked me about the question of costs of thil 
llallfolrd van The figures were given by me exactly as supplied 
111 the makers, and I am afraid 1 cannot add any further details. 
This is a great disadvantage. 
11, is quite a good arrangement. 
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COMMUNICATED. 
OAPT. 12. K. BAGINALL-WILD : The paper embraces such a wid(. 
range that it is difticult to pick out a few points oiily for discussion. 
I entirely disagree with the idea that the truss girder is likely to 
prove superior to even the plain channel frame, and it is in my 
opinion not to be compared with the pressed steel frame in which 
you call put your sti*ength where it is required. 
The truss girder has all the objectioiis of complication and 
riumber of parts, and is mechanically unsound, whereas the pressed 
steel girder can fulfil every requirement and is cheap, provided 
sufficient vehicles of one type are turned out. 
As regards tho arrangement of spring shown in Fig. 4, p. 173, 
I should very much like to know if this has ever been tried to any 
extent, and if so, with what success. It appears to me to be rathcr 
an amateur method of overcoming what is a serious difficulty for 
passenger vehicles, and 1 would infinitely prefer, should it be 
deemed necessary, to adopt a dual spring system. 
With regard to the governor of an engine, it appears to me the 
ideal system is to fit a governor of some simple pattern that will 
prevent the driver running his engine at  more than, say, 800 or 
1,000 revolutions ; the governor to be so arranged that it is prac- 
tically a workshop job to adjust it  or alter it in any way. I n  
addition to this, there are various methods whereby the throttle can 
be automatically arranged to prevent the engine exceeding, say, 
100 revolutions, unless it is kept open by means of a foot pedal. 
These two simple devices together appear to meet all requirements. 
As regards having a removable starting handle or a starting 
liandle placed in some position whore it is riot liable to damago in 
collision, I would suggest that it is preferable to employ a driver 
who is not in the habit of running into things. 
As regards crank cases and gear box cases, I am personally very 
rriuch against the use of either aluminium or cast iron, and I have 
dways hoped that some day we may see pressed steel case8 taking 
their place. 1 think that if designers were to disabuse their minds 
of the idea that it is necessary to have a crank case or a gear case, 
the external shape of which follows the general outline of the 
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shafts, wheels, etc:. contained therein, then they would find less 
difficulty in designing a pressed steel casing possibly re-inforced 
with light girders. 
I quite agree that all units, that is to say, engines, gear boxes, 
etv., should be contained in rigid casings, and I consider the three- 
point support absolutely essential. I am not in any way in favour 
of spwial spring devices in the drive. They are complicated, and 
after a tiuic generally result in a coiisiderable amount of back-lash 
botween the pointb where the engine is driving the road wheels and 
the road wheels are turning the engine. 
For commercial work simplicity and strength are necessities, and 
for this reason all complicated forms of gear boxes would appear to 
he unnecessary. The ordinary sliding change gives very little 
trouble, if the material for the gear wheels is properly chosen, and 
the whole box is mitably designed. 
I do not like tho practice of putting brakes close up to the gear 
box, and prefer to fit them on the road wheels themselves ; I think 
that the brake gcnerally used should be a road-wheel brake, and 
possibly a gear box brake may be fitted for use only in an 
emergency In  any case it should be water-cooled. I havc 
frequently Bound that the heat generated during the application 
of bralros for long periods has caused grease or oil to be dried 
out of bearings i i t  the vicinity of the brake, with consequently 
disastrous results. 
The running cohts giver1 in the Appendix of Mr. Browne's paper 
appeared to me to be very well chosen, in that they show how easy 
it is to give a vwy wide variation in the cost of running. For 
instance, on page 209 the wages work out at 4.89d. per mile. This 
is an unusually high figure, and I am not quite clear how it has 
been arrived at. I n  the ordinary course of events I think it is 
quite sufficient to allow from 1.75d. to  2d. per car mile for wages. 
Possibly this 4.89d. includes cleaners, charwomen, office messenger 
hoys and so forth. It is practically impossible to give any general 
estimate of the cost of running, and I have found by experience 
that each individual case requires a very careful study before any 
estimate can be given, and therefore it is to my mind rather a 
dangerous practice to give to the world figures that have been 
obtained froin actiial experience, as I am of opinion that it is very 
difficult to consider the whole of the facts and conditions under 
which these figures are obtained. 
Of course, I am prepared to admit that you can compare the 
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figures obtained with running a service, we will say, from Waterloo 
to King’s Cross, with those obtained in a service through a similar 
district in London, but it is impossible without a full knowledge of 
the facts to compare figures obtained in the country, as so muclt 
depends on local road conditions and the annual mileage. 
Mr. F. STRICKLAND: I quite agree with Mr. Browne that it is 
high time more attention was paid to the cost of the designs, not 
only of motor vans, but of motors of dl kinds. As he says, there 
is no great difficulty in making a thoroughly satisfactory motor, 
provided there is no objection to its costing a good deal more than 
it is sold for. This is, however, of no practical use, for the object 
of commercial factories i R  to  make money, and if a design cannot 
be sold at  a profit it is of no use. It i4 not only necessary to makc 
a design as simple as possible in the way of leaving out parts, hiit 
it is also necessary to study the desigii of each part so that it is as 
easy to machine as possible, consistent with satisfactorily perform- 
ing the work it has to (lo. A single-cylinder engine of bad design 
might oasily cost more than a well-considered four-cylinder engine. 
[t is, of Course, also necessary to consider very carefully the arrange- 
ment of parts for convenience of erecting. A comparison of the 
designs of many motors with those of engineering products of 
other kinds will show that iii the motors there is very much less 
attention paid to this point. Not only do unnecessary cost in the 
various parts and inconvenient arrangements for erection increase 
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the cost of thc machine when new, but in most cases they also con- 
siderably increase the cost of upkeep, as the varions parts which 
have to be replaced are more expensive to make, and the incon- 
venience in erection generally means inconvenience in R C C ~ S S  €or 
repair. 
As a sinall instance of cheap and expensive design, one may takc 
the tappet and guide. Fig. 31 shows one I have had running in my 
car for nearly six years. The whole can be turned in an automatic 
lathe. I t  performs its work perfectly, and shows no signs of wear 
after over five years' work, and when it does wear can he renewed 
for a trifle. The large majority of tappets and guides cost at least 
five times as much to make, wear no better, and cost five times RS 
much to renew. 
If  cvery part of the design of a car was gone into thoroughly, 011 
the lincs of producing the cheapest possiblc design, there is no 
doubt that in many cases a very largo saving could bc made in 
practically every part of the machine. It would not, of course, be 
as great in a l l  cases as the above, hxt a saving of a certain per- 
centage of the cost of every part of a car is a saving of that 
percentage on the whole cost, and therc are few motor car factorios 
paying so well at  present that they can be indifferent to a saving of 
even SAY 10 per cent. on the cost of all their work.. 
I an1 glad Mi*. lZrowne agrees with mc that the limit of the stress 
on tho transmission is what will make the wheels slip on the 
grouncl. This is a point which is frequently overlooked, and one to 
which 1 was, I believe, one of the first to call attention in my hook 
on petrol motors. It is a most important point, as it quite dispels 
the ddusion, apparently entertained by some peoplo, that the 
great& stressos on the transmission occur in a powerful and fast 
mr, siicb as a racing car. The fact is that in this case there can be 
littlo rcal strcw on the transmission, or the whoels will slip. A 
racing car may be of much greater power than a traction engine, 
but tho traction engine would smash up the transmission of the 
racing car in a few minutes, even without towing a load behind it. 
I t  is a great pity that it is not more generally recognised that the 
whole of motor car practire is purely special for a Hpeciul purpose. 
It is often remarked that very light parts stand in a motor car, but 
the fad is that in the ordinary way in which the word is understood 
they do NOT stand. That is to say, that no ordinary motor car will 
stand vontinuous work nine hours a day for the ordinary three 
hundred working days a year, and last for many years as other 
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machines running these hours do. Tt is not wanted to stand such 
work, and to make it do so would be to incrcasc the weight far 
beyond what is desirable. The ordinary motor car is only expectod 
to run some 250 working hours a year, and is a special machine 
made for this purpose. It is admirable for the purpose for which it 
is designed, but it is not good to copy for other purposes. A lorry 
on the other hand will have to stand the usual c~ontinuous work 
which other machines do, and will therefore rcyuir*e to have the same 
factor of bafety. Had this been thoroughly recognised at the first, 
and had it also been reoognised that the ordinary engineor does not 
make the parts of any self-moving machine, such, for instance, as a 
traction engine, any heavier than he has found necessary, it would 
have saved the makers of steam lorries going through all the 
traction engine experience, as they would have put in parts large 
enough for  their work at the first. What t h y  :wtually did was to 
make everyt,hing too light, and then gradually make it stronger as 
parts broke or wore out, till all the essential parts are substantially 
traction engine practice, and in fact probably the. best steam lorries 
are those inade by traction cmgine makers Hiwh as thr: Foden. 
With refcrencc to the plan of casting tho cylinders separai,ely, 
arid bolting tliein all up in a block, shown in Fig. 8, it may be 
interesting to mentbers to know that 1 built rriybelf an enginci on 
this plan some six years ago and that it has worked perfectly. It 
certainly allows of very simple core work, and the only doubtful 
point in my mind was whother it would be liablc to loak at  the 
joints, esperially if the cylinders were ever allowed to get hot. Ah 
a matter of fact there has never been the slightest trouble from 
this in spite of the fact that the ongine has several times been 
accidentally run dry and thc caylinders overheated. With reference 
to the qiiestion of the size of wbools, it is possible that the 
lorry wheels will not he made larger owing to tho  difficulty of 
loading a platform which is very high froin t l i ~  ground. With 
reference to the other objections to the large wheels, howover, it 
appears to me that they arc entircly imaginary. Traction engine 
makers started with srnall wliecls and havo lmd to gradually 
enlarge them. I t  is not for amusement, as some pr;ople seom to 
think, that they use large arid expensive wheels, but because they 
are found tho best, and so far from the extra unsprung weight 
increasing the wear of the tyres the large wheel has the advantage 
in this respect as well as in vibration. I t  was shown at the military 
tractor trials that rubber tyres were perfectly unnecessary for 
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carrying a weight of seven tons at ten miles an hour if the wheels 
were of reasonable size. The universal experience of all vehirles 
from farm carts upwards shows that large wheels are a very distinct 
advantage. The difficulty of putting proper sized wheels under a 
lorry throws a doubt as to  whether the lorry is the best way of 
carrying heavy goods, except on special roads, and whether a 
tractor and trailer are not better, as there i s  no difficulty in putting 
any reasonable size of wheels on a tractor. 
There are many points in the paper which I should like to discuss 
if spacc allowed, but in conclusion I should like to thank Mr. Browne 
very much indeed for his most interesting paper. 
T. CRESPIN HARRISON: It seems to me that one of the reasons 
why 50 many commercial motors are not a brilliant commercial 
success is, that them is  too much initial hurry in the drawing 
office. I n  these days of stTess, everything must be done in a 
hurry, and, consequently, is not always done well. The question 
is not. " How good a lorry can you make me for a certain sum?" 
but, '' How soon can I have it?" Consequently, a design is rushed 
through the drawing office; the details are hurried up and slurred 
over; and patterns are made before there is even time to get 
out a11 assembly drawing for the purpose, inter alin, of check- 
ing mistakes. Hence, when assembling the lorry in  the shop, 
clerical errors in dimensions are discovered, to  say nothing of 
other graver mistakes, the final result being a piece of iiiechanism 
that neither does credit to the maker, nor the designer. 
To produce a successful lorry, lime must be given to the de- 
signei and his drawing office staff, so that every detail may be 
carefully ponsidered, and the stress on each part worked out, 
and that suggestions from his subordinates may receive atten- 
tion (for even subordinates have brilliant ideas-sornel imes). If 
this nere done more frequently, there would be many more suc- 
cesses and fewer failures than there are at present. 
The PRESIDENT: I may remark that in the Report on the Trials 
of Coiiimercial Vehicles held by tho Royal Automobile Club, there 
are some very valuable figures giving dimensions of and other 
data about wheels which have been rather overlooked by most 
people With regard to the expense of rubber tyres, the recent 
rubber boom which has been alluded to, may ultimately result 
in a reduction in the price of rubber, and I hope, for the sake 
of the automobile world, that this reduction will be a big one. 
I should like to make one or two suggehons which I think 
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might be useful in connection with the curve which Mr. Browne 
has given on page 203. For instance, I find that we can calculate 
what the weight of B vehicle constructed by either of the two 
firms mentioned will 'be for a given load by the following ex- 
pressions:- 
J. & B .  Vans - - w = c + '51, 
LacreVan8 - - - W = C + -57L 
Where W = the weight of the vehicle in cwt., L = the load to 
bo carried in cwt., and C is a constant which is 20 in the case of 
tho J. & B. vans, and 17 in  the case of the Lacre vans(. 
It would be very valuable i f  we could obtain sufficient data to 
enable corresponding expressions to be given for the vehicles of 
other makers, so that we could arrive at the best mean result in 
practice 
BROWNE. 
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AUTHOR’S RE PLY TO WRITTEN COMMTJNTCATTONS. 
Several of the points raised have already been dealt with in 
replying to the discussion, such as the suggested arrangonienl 
of spring plates. Capt. Bagnall Wild prefers a dual system, 
but this will only provide for proper springing a t  two loads, say 
at light load and at  full load, while a t  intermediate loads the 
vehicle will still suffer from an incorrect springing, either too 
heavy or too light, as the case may be. 
Capt Bagtiall Wild favours the pressed steel frame, but the 
trussed frame will always be the lightest for heavy work, the 
reasor, being that the tie rod can be made very light, because 
it is not subject to a bending moment as is the frame proper, 
but only to a tensional stress; isince the vertical support can 
easily be made much longer than the depth of a pressed steel 
frame and ihe lower the truss is carried the less will be the 
stress in the tie rod. The only saving of weight obtained in the 
pressed steel frame is that due to the elimination of the nnneces- 
sary metal in the web. 
I agrce with Capt: Ragnall Wild’s remarks on the question of 
running cosi.;. 11, is absolutely necessary to consider each ease 
on its merils, as apparently slight differences of conditions may 
cause groat dissimilarity in bhe resulting costs. 
I believe Mr. Strickland is quite correct in stating that he was 
the first t o  bring into print, in his book published i,hree years 
ago,* the iaiporiant bearing that adhesion has upon the liniila- 
t ion of the siross on the traiisinission of automobile vehicles, and 
due crcdit should bo given to him for this. 
I think, ho-wever, lhab he is treating the work of the pleasure 
car mcich too lightly in  buggeqting that it only has to run loss 
than iike hours pey  weolr! It is tho coiiiparatively light weight 
o n  the driving whcels, as he hiinself points out, and that alone, 
which allon, iis to inalco t h  transmissiorr so light The dura- 
tioli of life 01 the parts, although, of course, tho question of 
fatiguo a i d  crystallisation of inotal mrist not be ignored, is 
* A M : I ~ I I ~ L ]  of Petrol Motors and Motor Cam. 
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mainly a consideration of wearing surfaces, and, just as with 
the tyres, if, by reducing the size or otherwise, we increase the 
pressure on the bearing by ever so little over what may be callod 
the critical pressure, rapid wear is bound to be the resull. 
Thero is a certain pressure intensity that the material will 
stand at a certain speed, and that critical pressure must not be 
oxcceded. 
O n  the question of the size of wheels, the example given 
by Mr. Strickland, of the heavy military tractor with iron tyred 
wheels, supports niy statement in reply to Mr. Brewer, that for 
speeds up to 10 miles an hour iron tyres will be found quite 
satisfactory on heavy vehicles. 
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NOTE8 ON A CARD COSTING SYSTEM.” 
BY MIL. CHAXLES WHEELER. 
The following notes describe my own system of card costing, 
but it is, of course, capable of many variations to suit different 
conditions. 
The appliances or furniture required are a plain wooden box 
ti in. long, 63 in. wide, and 5 in. deep, with a hinged lid, and a 
supply of I ‘  record” (ruled faint lines only) cards 4 in. deep by 
(i in. wide, of medium thicknoss, The number of record cards may 
be ostimated at twenty for each vehicle, with fifteen guide cards for 
the whole system. Cards of different colours <up to six at least) 
may be used for different vehicles or difl’erent types of vehicles. 
I n  the first place it is desirable to have one book in which is 
recorded day by day everything that is used by, or paid out on 
account of, a particular vehicle. The book I uw, which is about 
8 in. by 6 in., possesses duplicate leaves, and thus admits of its use 
for requisitioning stock items from the general stores-the top copy 
acting a8 a demand note, whilst the under (carbon) copy forms the 
permanent record. 
This Day Book then furnishes the material from which the 
running c o h  aro extracted and recorded on the cards. 
IGxpensos are rt~corded on section cards, the names of whic:h am 
\howl on the ~rioiithly expenses card (C), and for each of these 
sections a, guidc, card i R  provided with its proper heading. For 
c.xample, tho ‘‘ Nngine” guide card i n  a plain card with a guide 
tab bearing the word “ Engine.” This card which I will call (A) 
does not require further description. 
Seep. 282. 
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Certain sections are divided into their component parts, an 
example of which is the Engine card (B), which is arranged thus :- 
Card €3. 
~ 
l’*Wl..  i t i  
7 
Motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ignit,ion., . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Lub, ication .................. 
(ioveming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ctauuwtion ................. 
C,,o ing, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
Totals.. ...... 1 
ENGINE. 
Vaii No.-. 
The monthly total expense card is arranged thus :- 
MONTHLY EXBEN~ES, 19 1-. 
Card C. 
I T E M .  I $  
p p i n e  ..................... 
I rsnmission ............... 
Chau-is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Uody, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Oi s $0. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Petrol .................... 
Ciara e ........................ 
Wage.4 .................... 
Interest,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Tlnpi eciation . . . . . . . . .  
Mi&&meuus . . . . . . .  - 
Totals . . .  
‘rotltls 
Van No.-. 
‘L‘he totals for each month given on the card (U) are transferred 
to tho yearly total expenses card (U), which is nrmnged thus :- 
Card I). Van No.--. 
TOTAL EXP1’:NSXs. 
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rate. 
- 
The Day Book, giving a record of everything used, has been 
mentioned, but as ordinary stores are not priced for ready refe- 
rence, it  is necessary to have a price card (E) ; this card is ruled 
with columns sufficient to show five fluctuations of price, with the 
dates thereof :- 
Psrms o r  MATMLIALS. 
Card E. 
I’rice. 
_- I T E M .  1 Date late. - 
Axlo U r e a e  ................. 
Chain U-rc:tse ........... 
ICenJaiuc . . , , , . , . , , , , , , , , . 
..................... 
Rice. 
- 
Such is a brief outline of the system. Many of the sections can 
bo considerably amplified with advantage, for exstmple-“ Sum- 
inary cards €or component parts ” on the same lines as the yearly 
expenso card D, and ‘ (  Chart ” cards showing Petrol consirmption, 
Mileage, &c., made of section paper pasted on plain card, 0x1 which 
the rosults are plotted, may be added. 
It is desirable to have a regular tinie for entering up the cards, 
once a month is recommended. 
This costing system is complete only as regards the iilotor, and 
conseyirently shows ouly tho dcbit sidc. The credit side itims will 
of coursc? vary according to tho uatiire of the business, but it is 
ussentid for the party using the vehicle to keep an accurate record 
of all savings effoctod by its use. I n  addition to the ordinary iterns 
that v( 111 re;dily come to one’s iuind, it is, with many organizations, 
an imlioitant feature to  iornerubcr that t h o  advertising value of n 
motor is something substantial, and consequently if the motor is 
only j u b t  “paying its way” the investment is a sound one;  but 
such considerations are outside the scope of this note. 
It is possible that certain additional costs poculiar to a particular 
busiiicss may be incurred, as for exauiple, “ Cost of hiring, due to  
motor being out of use.” If the motor is already replacing 
horse and cart hire, provision under this heading is not necessary ; 
but if an extIa cost is involved, no difficulty should be experienced 
in providing a suitable niche for it in the system. 
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FIG. 1 -J. c t  B. I ‘  Vertex ” &ton Lorry Chassis. 
FIG. fl.-J. & B. “Vertex” &ton Lorry Chassis, showing 
Hinged Tram Front. 
FIG. 10.-J. &- B. Lorry with Driver’s Seat beside Motor. 
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